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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 41.

SANTA 1E, N. M

PACKERS

VATICAN

STARTLED
President Will Be Asked to Bring

SWORDS POINTS

Pope Will Not Withdraw the Letters
Calling Bishops to Rome Rupture
is Now Complete.

Paris, July 30 Although no official
announcement has yet been made
Trust.
can be positively affirmed that the
rupture between France and the Vati
can is now complete. The Holy See
VIOLATED
THE
LAW lengthy reply to the French note
amounts to a polite statement. The
Pope does not intend to infringe on
Strikers and
Men Clashed the stipulations of the concordat and
will not withdraw the letters callir.
Today at St. Joseph,
the bishops to Rome.
Missouri.

Action Against Meat

NO. 137.

SATURDAY, JULY 30, 1904.
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ARID LAND RECLAMATION

30 President
Oyster Bay, July
Roosevelt is carefully watching the deFUND INCREASED velopments of the butchers' strike, but
has no present intention of interfering
Sale of Public Lands in Thirteen in any way.
States Swells the Fund to Approximately $25,000,000.
HORSE THIEVES TAKEN.

Washington, July 30 An increase
in the arid land reclamation fund approximating $25,000,000 is announced
in the report of the secretary of the
interior department for the fiscal year,
ending June 30. This is a fund accumulated from the sale of public lands
in Colorado, California, Idaho, Kansas,
Montana, Nevada, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah,
Washington and Wyoming, and set
apart under the. act of Congress of
June 17, 1902, for the construction and
maintenance of -- irrigation works for
the reclamation of arid lands.

Colorado Amateur

Bad Men Arrested

at Tres Piedras and Returned
Without

Extradition.

Two horse thieves

from Colorado,

Arthur Hobson of Lake City, and Levi
Wilson of Del Norte, a mere boy, were
arrested at Tres Piedras Wednesday
by Sheriff Jose A. Garcia of Conejos
County, assisted by A. W. Brown, detective for the Denver & Rio Grande
system and the sheriff of Lake County.
The young men were arrested for
stealing a buggy and team from a livery stable at Lake City. They had rented the horses for the afternoon, as
they said, from the stable which was
CASHIER AND DRIVER
owned by the sheriff of the county.
Once out of town they set out south,
ROBBED AND KILLED passing through Mineral, Archuleta
and Conejos Counties and making for
the state line. When the horses and
Employes of the Puritan Coal Com- buggy failed to be returned in the evening the owner of the livery stable at
pany of Portage, Pennsylvania,
once Instituted a search for the men
Victims of Murderers.
and found that they had left town. Actwo deputies he started
companied
Portage, Pa., July 30 Charles hot on theirbytrail, but
the thieves had
Purl-tathe
a
driver
by
employed
Hayes
New
into
Mexico.
escaped
and
was
shot
killed,
Coal Company,
It was learned Wednesday that Hob- and Patrick Campbell, the company's son and Wilson were
at Tierra Amaril- paymaster, was fatally wounded by la, and making for a railway station.
three highwaymen who escaped with They had in the meantime sold the
a satchel containing $3,000, which buggy. The sheriff of Lake County,
Hayes and Campbell, were taking to Sheriff Jose Garcia of Conejos County,
the Puritan to pay the company's em- who accompanied him, and Mr. Brown
ployes.
took the south bound train from Alamosa that day, planning to stop, one
at Tres Piedras, one at Servilleta and
THOMAS ANNOUNCES
one at Embudo, for the thieves were
certain to try and board the train at
HE WILL DECLIHE one of these stations. When the train
arrived in Tres Piedras about noon,
n

Wednesday the sheriff of .Lake County
saw the two thieves standing quietly
beside their horses at the depot. He
was after them in a second and captured them after some resistance on
Denver, July 30 Charles S. Thomas the
part of the men. The prisoners
announces he will positively decline
to return with Sheriff Garcia
agreed
the nomination for Governor.
to Colorado without extradition papers
and were taken to the Centennial State
The New Mexlcan,-jjrjgtthe news.
Thursday afternoon.
Denver Man Says That He Will Positively Refuse the Nomination for
Gubernatorial Position.
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New Mexico

Non-Unio- n

Chicago, July 30 Before the meet
ing of the allied trades assembled to
ISSUES A LETTER
day it. was disclosed that resolutions
would be introduced demanding that
President Roosevelt give instructions Informs Papal Nuncio That His Mis
to the United States district attorneys
sion in Paris Has No Object Since
all over the country to begin criminal
Breach With Vatican.
prosecution against the big packing
plants, which two years ago were per
Pans, July 30 Foreign Minister
manentiy enjoined from combining to Delcasse this afternoon addressed
fix prices, not only upon finished meat note to the Papal Nuncio to the effect
products, but also upon livestock. It that in consequence of the rupture and
is to be urged upon the President that relations between France and the Vat.
the best, interests of the entire coun- ican, his mission in Paris no longer
try are prejudiced by the great strike had any object.
which has affected all parts of the
country.
SUPREME COURT
Clash at St. Joseph.
St. Joseph, July 30 There have
DENIES PETITION
been numerous clashes between the
strikers and
packing house
workmen today. Charles Gettinger, a
foreman at Morris & Company's plant Detective Emerick Must Serve a Long
was badly beaten and teamsters were
Term for the Killing of William
Malone.
intimidated into returning to the
stable3.
No Agreement Reached.
Denver, July 30 The Supreme Court
Chicago, July 30 No agreement was today denied an application for a writ
reached at the meeting today between of supersedeas for former City Detec
the committee of the allied trades and tive Emerich, who was sentenced to
Superintendent Leonard of the Union the penitentiary for a term of fourteen
Stock Yard3 and Transit Company. A years.
conference wa3 held in the hope that
some agreement could be made conSALARIES ARE BEING
cerning the livestock handlers who returned to work ostensibly for the
CUT ATWORLO'S FAIR
benefit of the independent packers.
Under Inspector Hunt's orders to
have no mercy on the strike pickets Officers and
Employes Receiving More
found interfering, even by moral sua
Than $60 Per Month, Are Effected
sion, with
employes, the
By Retrenchment Order.
pickets accosting teamsters were arin
some
rested unsparingly and in
St. Louis, July 30 An order has
stances, when resisting arrest, were been issued, effective August 1, reducclubbed. The local union officials being the salaries of all employes and
gan the distribution of commissary officers of the World's Fair Company
tickets today.
from five to twenty per cent. The rePresident Donnelly Speaks.
ductions vary according to the amount
Chicago, July 30 "It is probable we
those receiving the smallest
will call upon the President to end received,
reduced the least. No
salaries
being
or
us
end it," said
this fight
help
of $60 a month or less will be ef
salary
President Donnelly of the Butchers' fected
by the retrenchment order.
iTnion. "We are convinced he can do
it and think such a step advisable."
Police Disperse Rioters.
WILL NOT INTERFERE.
St. Joseph, July 30 The chief of
police sent the entire police force to
south St. Joseph this afternoon to dis- When Interviewed at Oyster Bay in
Regard to Butchers' Strike, Presiperse riotous strikers.
dent Was Conservative.
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Exhibit at St. Louis Very
and Attractive-Build- ing
Highly Pleasing.

vbLb

A.

B.

McGaffey,

of Albuquerque,

president of the New Mexico Territorial Fair Association, and head of the

B

Benham Indian Trading Company, was
in Santa Fe yesterday, en route to
Mancos, Colorado, where he goes to
inspect sheep belonging to the
Company of Thoreau.
IbB
BimRvtB
''
V':''
At the Palace last evening Mr. McGaffey waxed warm when approached
on the subject of the territorial fair,
which meets in Albuquerque during
the week beginning October 10. He
said that the people of that city are
A COOL SPOT
very enthusiastic over the prospects
ESPIRITU SANTO LAKE, 12,000 FEET ABOVE THE SEA. LEVEL
for a record breaking entertainment.
A FEW MILES FROM SANTA FE.
and that the outlook for the fair of
1904 is the most flattering in the history of the association.
"The citizens of Albuquerque have
THE GRLLIHHS lUNTfllHS.
responded most liberally," continued
Mr. McGaffey, "in fact they have subMining Activity in the Red Cloud Dis scribed 25 per cent more than ever be
trict Deposits of Copper and
fore. The following attractive purses
Iron Ores.
have been decided upon, and the size
of them will guarantee the very best-ithe respective lines: $5,000 for horse
Professor Fayette A. Jones of Albuquerque, who has just returned from a racing; $1,500 for baseball games;
visit to the Gallinas Mountains, 100 $1,000 for band concerts; $1,000 for exmiles southeast of this city states that hibitions; $500 for bronco busting;
there is some mining activity there and $250 for bicycle races.
that several parties and prospectors
"These, together with other purses,
are actively engaged in opening and to be arranged later, should certainly
developing copper and iron properties. guarantee a week's amusement well
The iron deposits appear to be very worth going to see.
extensive and one of these deposits
"The band concert is a new feature
shows croppings of about 3,000 feet up- and from the interest already being
on which a shaft 80 feet
has been taken by the different bands in the
Che Foo, July 30 A junk which left squadron has disappeared and is pos- sunk. This shaft, is in deep
solid iron ore Territory promises to be a winner. It
Port Arthur at midnight Thursday re- sibly heading homeward. It is estiaveraging 60 per cent and the quality will provide a week of melody and
ports that terrific fighting on land Fn ! mates i.at two hundred thousand tons increases as the shaft, goes down. The
plenty of music goes a long way.
sea had then been going on for three of chartered shipping has been held vein is
com"It has been decided to conduct the
at
the
wide,
very
being
days. The movements of the Vladi- - ten days at a loss of $7,500,000.
mencement 14 feet and increasing as baseball games on an amateur basis
vostock squadron hastened the act
The Pacific mail steamer Korea will it is traced
along and depth is attained. and this seems to meet the hearty apupon Port Arthur. The Japanese au- be held at Yokohama and the Siberia This property is worked by Texas cap- proval of all, as there are several first
thorities realizing that if these ves at Kobe, until the safety of the ves- italists for whom Professor Jones is class teams in the
Territory and the
sels were allowed to proceed unhamp- sels is assured.
as agent. The Sunbeam prop- games, it is believed, will prove more
acting
ered it meant a division of Togo's fleet.
Tsugaru Straits Passed.
erty carrying copper and lead about interesting than they would if profes
Battle at Hai Cheng.
Tokio, July 30 The Vladivostoek
f
mile northeast of the field sional nines were engaged."
Hai Cheng.July 30 An attack on the squadron has passed the Tsugaru above described is also
Mr. McGaffey conferred
with the
being worked
right flank of the Russian southern Straits on the way to Vladivostock.
and the property shows up well. There management of the Santa Fe Central
Serious Fighting Reported.
army developed at seven o'clock this
are several eastern people in the dis- baseball team of this city and was as
Tokio, July 30 The general staff trict investigating the conditions with sured that the aggregation will enter
morning. The battle opened with a
heavy artillery fire, under cover of announces that five Japanese officers a view of investment. The name given the contest if the same is confined to
which the Japanese infantry advanced have been killed and 41 wounded in the section is the Red Cloud Mining amateur players.
along the railway until 11 o'clock when fighting around Port Arthur since last District, and it is located twelve miles
In speaking of the manner of adverthe forward movement was checked. Tuesday. The losses of men have not due west of Corono station on the El tising the fair, Mr. McGaffey said:
Fighting continued but the result is been given. This announcement indi- Paso & Northeastern Railway. The
"The management has decided upon
cates that there has been serious district is named for the well known a very novel way of advertising the
not known.
fighting.
Japanese in Pursuit.
Red Cloud mine which has been work fair this year. In addition to the reguMines Are Removed.
London, July 30 A dispatch to the
ed for years and has produced much lar bill posters, a company of vaudeNew Chwang, July 30 The Japan- copper and lead ore. To the northeast ville artists have been engaged. InCentral News from Tokio today says:
The Vladivostock squadron was seen ese removed two large electric mines of the Red Cloud property and about cluded in the company will be a first
this morning fourteen miles off Isu, from the mouth of the Liao River and a mile distant is the Old Hickory mine class four piece orchestra, which will
about seventy miles southwest of Yo- - are searching for sixteen others known claim owned by White Oaks people give a short entertainment In each city
ohama. Four Japanese warships were to be there. It is reported that the which has in times past yielded good visited, as well as furnish free dance
Russian gunboat Sivouch has been de- profits. Part of the product had to be music.
pursuing the Russians southward.
Vladivostock Squadron Disappears.
stroyed at a point 30 miles up the Liao hauled to the Socorro smelter when it
"Albuquerque is this year exper
Tokio, July 30 The Vladivostock River.
was in operation eighteen years ago iencing a building boom which is un- and even then paid well.
equaled in the city's history," said Mr.
The timber in the district and in McGaffey, "for at the present time
of July and that in full. Every em- the mountains is of the best quality there are by actual count ninety
A KNOCKERREFUTED.
ploye will receive his July pay, the and since the recent rains have set in, houses in course of construction. The
15th of August which has been the reg- the grass is as good as any in the new electric line is now completed and
This year's ready for the cars which were shipped
An Albuquerque Correspondent of the ular pay day from the time of the com- Rocky Mountain region.
drouth has effected some of the timber from St. Louis, Missouri, several days
Denver Post Circulates Malicious
pletion of the road."
Lies About Santa Fe Central.
In Monday's issue of this paper very severely and many of the matured ago. The American Lumber Company
there will be some comment upon the trees have died from its effects. In- has recently completed its box, sash,
The New Mexican deed Professor Jones estimates that and door factory, and now has one of
'In the Denver Post of Thursday, article in the Post.
to- say right here, that from 15 to 20 per cent of this timber the
desires
simply
largest concerns of the kind in the
July the 28th, there appeared an ar- articles of that kind are not condu- has been seriously injured.
The capacity of the saw mill
country.
concernin
written
ticle
Albuquerque
of
which
of
mines
The
nor
Harris
Mexico's
benefit
will
New
to
one
cive
group
shut is approximately
running
ing the Santa Fe Central Railway
Jones is superintendent is 160,000 feet daily and this amount can
which is about as full of lies and false- they bring about the progress that Professor
Ter- working one shift of five men but this be doubled by putting on a night force.
hoods as a good water melon is of true and patriotic citizens of the
is
man
in it is expected will be increased in the Arrangements will probably be made
If
desire.
there
any
ritory
meat. The correspondent has taisi
A well boring outfit is whereby visitors to the territorial fair
floH fart
lihpmtPiv in some items Albuquerque who has a personal spite near future.
Mr.
on
now
and when this arrives will have the privilege of inspecting
or
the
Andrews
Senator
way
against
concocted
wilful,
and in others he has
in the camp, deep wells will be drilled this plant, and to those not familiar
deliberate and malicious lies." This Hopewell, or any capitalist or official
the road, he should have the man-ica- n to supply water for mining purposes with the lumber business it will be a
statement was made to the New Mex-come out in an open way and and domestic use. Professor Jones be- treat indeed. The logging operations
8.
W.
jhod
today by General Manager
not
injure a beneficial New Mexico lieves that there are many copper and of the company are conducted at
Hopewell of the New Mexico Fuel and
iron ore deposits in the mountains Thoreau. 125 miles west of AlbuquerIron Company and second vice presi enterprise which is uesigiieu iu iicijj
which
Fe
and
upon prospecting will be discov- que. Here the company has a railroad
Santa
especially,
Albuquerque
dent of the Santa Fe Central Railway.
Also that the entire mountain sixteen miles in length, with several
ered.
articles.
false
and
untrue
Not a share of stock has as yet been by lying,
will within a few years be- miles of spurs, that in point of consection
subbeen
actually issued. It has
an
come
important and prosperous struction is the equal of any transscribed and paid for but not a share
OFFICIAL MATTERS
mineral producing section.
continental railroad. It passes for sevhas ever been placed on the market,
excellent eral miles through a beautiful box
are
railroad
facilities
The
nor Is there any on the market today.
as the El Paso and Northeastern can canon and taps what is probably the
The stockholders are capitalists who
be reached on the east within a dozen largest and finest trail of white pine
Appointment as Draughtsman.
are perfectly able to carry the stock as
the son of Professor J. miles and the Santa Fe Central on the in existence. Every stage of the operOwen
Wood,
long as they desire, until they may A. Wood, has been appointed draughts- north within the same distance. Should
ation, from the felling of the tree and
sell out at proper terms or make comextension of the latter loading of the logs on the specially
A ac la man in the office of the United States the proposed
sttliAt.
Qtl
mitt,
pallnuilc
ulnn;n,a
General here.
road to El Paso be constructed, there constructed logging cars, by aid of
but natural" said Mr. Hopewell, "they Surveyor
will be also easy railroad connection steam loaders, to the finished product
Articles
of
Incorporation.
chance
a
if
do
this
good
may
to
the southwest.
for the market displays a system denot
Is
of
The following articles
offers. At this time, however, it
incorpcra
veloped to its highest point."
the object of the capitalists or the tion were today filed in the office of
Mr. McGaffey recently returned from
The CCflDCC TOWING
owners of the road to sell to any rail- - the Secretary of the Territory
St.
Louis, where he spent some time
ULUIinL
their
nrincito
Lumber
anv nerson. it being
Tucumcari
road or
Company,
at the World's Fair. He visited the
intention to build a New Mexico sys- - pal place of business, Alamogordn, j
DEFEATS TRESIDDER New Mexico building and says that it is
tem of railways for their own benefit Otero County. The incorporators and
a gem of architecture, tastily and most
New
John
are
and to develop the resources of
directors for three months
and that the
Mexico, believing that thereby good in- - w. B. Burton and John Franklin, both Champion Retains Title for World's appropriately furnished,
exhibits, especially the mineral and
terest will be paid them back on their of El Paso, Texas, and Earl E.
Sculling and Wins a Purse of
fruit, rank second to none, and are a
$5,000.
bottom of Otero County. The object
credit to the Territory and the board
Sydney. New South Wales, July 30
"The assertion made by the corres- - of the corporation is to purchase, ac- of
demanagers responsible for the disholder
of
the
road
Towns,
and
the
lumber
title,
building George
quire and sell
pondent that the employes of
Parra-matton
play.
"Dick"
Tresidder
the
had not been paid for four months is material of all kinds. The capiUii feated
course for the world's sculling
in keeping with the other lies told by slock of the company is $15,000, divil- Reduced rates from all points all the
him. The officials and employes of that td into 150 shares of a par value of championship and a purse of $5,000. by
seven lengths. The time was 21 min- time to Cloudcrft. "Ask the ticket
road from the highest to the lowest $ioo each. The company's term ot
seconds.
utes, 48
received their pay up to the first islence is CO years.
agent."
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GRESS AT PORT ARTHUR

Casualties on Both Sides are Said to
be Heavy Five Japanese Officers
are Known to Have Been Killed.
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ENCAMPAT LAS VEGAS.

MENT
Net i nai Guard encampment

j

'

Tertio-Millenni-

n

.

I

Globe-Democr-

904.

NATIONAL GUARD

to
Las Vegas during the
be held near
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING coming month will doubtless prove of
of
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
much benefit to the citizen-soldier- s
the Territory. While" the time for the
Editor encampment is. comparatively speakMAX. FROST
ing, short, nevertbeh ss, good will be
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
done. Everv commissioned officer and
Editor.
Associate
and
Manager
every enlisted man belonging to the
PERCY F. KNIGHT,
guard should main it a point to be
Treasurer.
and
Secretary
tb rough knowledge
present, as
of
military duty,
the exercise
at
Entered as Second Class matter
duty,
camp
marchin;
drilling.
the Santa Fe Postoffice.
is necessary to
and dress occasion
all concerned to mi te them more fawith tUir duties. It is expectTio Noiv Ivlexicajl is the Gu8t miliar
ed
there will be over 300 In camp,
that
R jwspaper in New Mexico. It is sent
of regulars, and this, considexclusive
to every postoffice in the Territory,
that obtain in
conditions
the
ering
nd has a larg and growing circulacreditable.
will
be
very
this
Territory,
tion among the intelligent and
The Commercial Club of Las Vegas is
e people of the Scuthwest.
entitled to credit tor the work it in doling to make the encampment pleasant
'from a physical and bodily standpoint,
HATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
The change of the camp site from the
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
Gallinas Driving Association Park to
$1 00 a
Daily, per mouth, by carrier
camp where the guardsmen will not
75
Daily, per month, by mail
be subjected to interference and an7 00
one year by mail
by sporting events during
rily, six
4
00 noyance
mail
months, by
tour of duty is commendable.
their
luily,
2 00
Daily, three months, by mail
the plan of the management of
2 00
Weekly, per year
Park Association, to use
the
Driving
1 00
Weekly, six months
the territorial encampment as a source
75
Weekly, per quarter
oi profit, was reprehensible and it is
'
25
Weekly, per month
well that the territorial authorities did
not accept it.
This is the second encampment of
the National Guard for New Mexico in
25 years. The first, during that time,
'was held in Santa Fe in 1SS:S during
celebration of the
the
'first settlement of this city .333 years
"I DO NOT UNDERSTAND YOU before that date, namely in July, 1550.
NONE OF There were in camp here then a batal-lioNEW MEXICO PEOPLE!
of three troops of cavalry from
YOU SHOULD BE WILLING TO ACCEPT JOINT STATEHOOD, AS YOU the Mesilla Valley and a batallion of
WILL GET SINGLE STATEHOOD Infantry consisting of the companies
JUST AS SOON AS JOINT STATE- at Santa Fe, Las Vegas and AlbuquerMAKE YOUR FIGHT ON que. There was a prize drill at that
HOOD.
time in which Governor Otero, now
THE SINGLE STATEHOOD LINE;
of the National
WILL HELP YOU HERE AND IN commander-in-chie- f
REMARKS OF AN Guard, and who was then a sergeant
WASHINGTON!''
MEMBER OF THE in the Las Vegas Company, participatINFLUENTIAL
COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS IN ed, and won the prize as the best
THE CHICAGO REPUBLICAN CON- drilled infantry soldier. Solicitor GenVENTION. THIS MAN HOLDS ONE eral Edward L. Bartlett was adjutant
OF THE MOST IMPORTANT PUB- general, and Colonel Frost of the First
LIC POSITIONS IN HIS STATE AND Regiment of Infantry, was the senior
AND STRONG IN line officer.
Colonel Albert .1. FounIS PROMINENT
THE NATION'S CAPITAL.
now
dead, was the next in rank
tain,
and Colonel John Borrodaile, now of
the First Infantry, was then the capGROVER CLEVELAND'S TRIBUTE tain of the
Company.
Albuquerque
TO THE REPUBLICAN PARTY.
There were over 400 men in camp and
Mr. Cleveland now thinks that an
the federal building grounds in the
honest confession is good for the soul. northern
part of the city, were used
In his most recent letter anent the poAll the expenses were
the
for
purpose.
litical situation and the candidates and borne in a
measure by the officers
great
platform of the St. Louis convention, of the National Guard, and by contrihe was compelled to give the Republi- butions ( f citisene, as the United
can party the crc'.it of firmly establish- States
government gave no aid then
ing the gold standard in the Unite3 and as the territorial appropriation for
States. In discussing this matter, the National Guard purposes was very
says thai mail. The encampment lasted two
St. Louis
about the only thing which Was weeks and proved of great benefit, as
straight in Mr. Cleveland's latest pub- well as a gratifying success. It is
lished utterance Is his tribute to the
hoped, that the same result will be acRepublican party. After saying that complished by the holding of the enno action of the Democrats at the St.
next month, and that thereLouis convention "can be construed in campment
s
of the National
the
by
any other way than as an acknowledg- Guard will be placed upon a higher
of
the gold
ment of the establishment
standard and its discipline, morale and
standard and as a willing pledge tj Us
knowledge will be greatly inmaintenance." he added that he did military
creased, and that the country will be
not "overlook the fact that the two shown that the
Territory of New Mexclear and unimpeached verdicts of the ico has a creditable and efficient milipeople stand recorded in favor of the tary organization.
gold standard, and that its perpetuity
has been secured by federal enactThe rank and file and the great mament."
of the voter-- ; of both political
jority
ReThis, of course, means that the
parties in this Territory want single
publican victories on the cold issue in statehood
within present territorial
the
189G and 1900, and the passage of
in each party there is a
but
limits,
gold standard act a few months prior small contingent of politicians
and
to the second of these victories,
statestill
joint
booming
newspapers
grounded the country on the gold basis. hood. The people will have their way
The Republican party did these three
and the politician who wants to attain
things, however, in face of the deter- success in the coming territorial cammined and desperate opposition of the
upon the joint statehood plank,
Democratic party. Mr. Cleveland's own paignfind
out his mistake after the
will
faction of the party was not in the votes have been counted and declared
Bryan crusade of 1890 and 1900, but on election
night. The campaign
the larger element of the party was,
or politician, who plays with
manager,
and it was against the gold standard
sword of joint statethe double-edgeact of March 14. 1900, which the
is bound to cut himself and that
hood
praises. It was the Republicans, as he says in substance, who deeply.
established the gold standard, and they
inA.White Oaks correspondent
did this in the face of the active and
a weekMexican
that
New
forms
the
persistent hostility, of the Democrat?. ly newspaper will commence publicaBut oeuld Cleveland or any other
in that pretty little mining town,
sane Democrat trust the Democracy tion
between the 10th and 20th of August.
with the control of the government at Lee H. Rudistlle will be editor and
this time? He himself, after saying
and the name of the paper
that the St. Louis convention acknowl- manager
will be "The Outlook." The New
of
the
gold
establishment
edged the
Mexican wishes this new venture the
standard and promised to maintain it, fullest of success from a literary, finansays in another part of the same de- cial and political standpoint. New
liverance that Parker's gold telegram Mexico cannot have too many good
"fitted the blank in a disabled platand Mr. Rudisille, who is
form." The platform wa-- , indeed, very newspapers
one of the oldest and most respected
in
the
much disabled. Bryan appealed
citizen of Lincoln County, Is fully comconvention for the ratification of the
petent and able to publish such a pa189G and 1900 silver pronouncements.
per.
Hill tried to put a mild gold declaration in the platform. This was knocked
J.Pierpont Morgan has another grievout by Bryan, and the convention made
no expression at all on the finances. ance against the Roosevelt administraThat is to say. Bryan bulldozed It into tion and will likely contribute $50,000
silence on the money issue, and Cleve- more or. that account to the Democratland calls' this a Democratic pledge to ic bdfjtlle fund. Customs inspectors at
the port of New York, upon his arrival
maintain the gold standard. The
is strong when he praises there recently, declined to accept his
comthe Republicans for wiping up the check for customs duties and
a number
for
cash
to
him
balpay
1890
In
pelled
the
at
his
with
earth
party
Mr. Morgan
lot box and in 1900 in Congress and of valuable articles which
to be admitted free.
in
ought
his
is
thought
he
but
ballot
astray
the
by
it is beginning to look
attempt to prove that the Democracy Nevertheless
more
more
and
daily as if the majoriwin
would be harmless if allowed to
and Fairbanks in NoRoosevelt
for
in
it
which
ty
The
vear.
way
only
this
be very great.
would
next
vember
it'
is
by keeping
can be kept harmless
out of power, and this the American
Reports of continued activity in minpeople will very cheerfully do.
ing camps in the Territory are becoming frequent. This is very gratifying
Secretary Paul Morton has taken
and here is hoping that it may be condethe
in
navy
hold of the affairs
tinued.
to
partment in great shape. This was
a
is
new
The
secretary
be expected.
President Grover Cleveland
business man in every sense of the is Former
still writing against time and bringin
the
navy
wants
everybody
and
word
adjectives
ing into use amalgamated
department to give the government that
have long reposed in innocuous
he
gets.
the
for
pay
received
value
desuetude.
Morton Is all right.
T

J

at

esprlt-de-corp-

Secretary

frtfiir

OXFORD CLUB
The healthy
need not

Has on hand a

woman

fear the

change
which conies as the
beginning of life's
autumn. It is the
woman who Is worn
out, run down and
a sufferer from
womanly diseases
who naturally
dreads the change
of life. This is the
critical period of
woman's life, and
the prevalence of
womanly diseases
makes it the duty
of every woman
who would avoid
unnecessary suffering to take especial
care of herself at this time.
The ills which vex so many women at
the change of life are entirely avoided
or cured by the use of Dr. Pierce's FaIt makes weak
vorite Prescription.
women strong, and enables the weakest
to pass through this trying change with
the tranquility of perfect health.

jaji

SAX FRANCISCO ST., SAJfTA W9,

therefore requires constitutional treatment
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufaotured by F.J.
conCheney & Co., Toledo. Ohio, is the only
stitutional cure on the market., it is taken

internally in doses from 10 drops to a and
It acts directly on the blood
mucous surfaces of the system. They offer
one luii. di ed dollars for any case it fails to
cure. Send for circulars and testimonials
Address: F. J. CHKXE'Y & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggist). We.
Take Hull's Family Pills for constipation.
Good

eating at the

a. J. PALEN, Preside.

Engraved visiting cards with or without plate furnished by the New Mexican Printine Company.
The Weekly New Mexican Review
by the New Mexican
Printing Company every Thursday. It
contains the most reliable and latest
territorial, mining, educath nal, stock
social and political
raising, rr.ilroa-news of the week from all points of
the Territory. It is an exceent paper
to sand to friends in the east. Price
five cents per copy.

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

office.

The last batch of Scratch Pads
vertised for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company went like hot cakes.
Wo did net expec pilch a run. We
have turno" o from our
liindery a idigur quantity than ever
and can supply yo. for a limited time
a 10 cents per pound. The best paper
is used in making them.
They are
r offices, stores, and
just the thing
especially for use In the schools. Come
"lick as they will not last long.
ad-

.

admitted fact that real estate,
financial men and merchants all say
that quickest and best results are obtained by advertising In the "Net
is an
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Las Cruces, New Mexico,
District attorney for Dona Ana. Otero.
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties!
Third Judicial District.

BANK

CHAS. F. EASLEY.

(Late Surveyor General
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, r. M.,
Land and mining"business a specialty.
.1

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

E. C. ABBOTT,

?TTfTtTfTtTfTTW

Attorney-at-Law- .

i

United States Designated Depositary.
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at-

tention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Countiee
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Tao and Saa
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.
EDWARD

C. WADE,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in all the courts,
"Mining case
a specialty."
LAS CRUCES,

The Palace Hotel
3B33E55

Practices in the District and
Courts. Prompt and careful

s

Service

and mineral patents
NEW MEXICO.

FRANK W. CLANCY,

i"

Attorney-at-La-

WILLIAM VAUOKN, PROP.

Large
2

Sa$l

Booaas ter Cemtnercla! filen

New Mexico

Santa Fe

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, al
so before the United States Supresia
Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO,
A. B. RENEHAN.
Attorney-at-La-

"STRONGEST IN THEVWORLD."

w.

Practices la the Supreme and Dlatrisff
Court. Mining and Land Law a special'
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, PaJ- -

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
mmr
ASSURAN
OF THE Uj
HENRY B.

Oustanding Assuran

$1,409,918,742.00

Dec. 31, 1903 . .
New Assurance Issued
in 1903

Successfully tieat3 acute and chrou!
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m.,
p. m. Phone 155
2-- 5

322.047,968.00
73.718,350.93
381.226,035.53

Income '
Assets Dec. 31, 1903 .
Assurance Fund and all
other liabilities
Surplus v
Paid Policy holders in

307.871,897.50
73.354,138.03

DENTISTS
DR. C. N. LORD,
Office, ICahn Bloc-::-, over Spitz'
Store. South Sida of Plaza.

HARRISON, D. D. 8.,
Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plaza.
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

C. O.

Civil Engineers

JAMES W. ALEXANDER, President.
JAMES H. HYDE,
EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,

Albuquerque, N. M.
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M

Jewelr?

Office: Over

34.949.672.27

1903

&

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,
v
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Stenography

&

Typewriting,

LEW H. BLAKE,

A. P. HOGLE

135

Undertaker and
Funeral Director
OALISTEO

Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N.

Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone

M.
151

NOTARY PUBLIC, STENOGRAPHER
AND TYPEWRITER.
TRANS-

LATIONS
From Spanish into English and from
English into Spanish carefully made.
Office West Side of Plaza.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.

SmSW

STREET

Best of Kefeence Given as an EMEALMEP.
RESIDENCE 'PHONE

Nitht Calls

ARCHITECTS

141.

HOLT & HOLT.

Architects and Civil Engineers.
Maps and surveys made, buildings
and construction, work of all kinds

ilLlM
S "OUR

planned and superintended.
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las
Phone 94.

PLACE"

Will Be Found a Full Line of Table Wines for Family Trade.
Orders by Telephone Will Be Promptly Filled : :
t

W. R.

PRICE. Prop.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

P. F. HANLEY

Fine Wines, UqnorsCr Cigars
Imported and Native wtn

The New Mexican Printing Company will do your job work with neatness and dispatch.

Palace Av

Attorney-at-Law- .

HENRY L. WALDO, Vke President

is published

For bargains in all kinds of railway
travel call at the Santa Fe city ticket

M.

Office Sena Block.

Vice-Presiden- t.

The New Mexican Printing Com
pany will do your job work with neatness and dispatch.

V

BENJAMIN M. READ,

WILLIA.vI H. H. LLEWELLYN,

Bon Ton.

OUR Facilities are complete for the
prompt production of Book, Pamph
and General PrintCatalogues,
let,
ing and Binding. We do nly the Best
grades of work and solicit the business of firms and individuals desirinL
"something above the ordinary" at
"imply a consistent rate for the character of work w turn out.

It

EUGENE A. F1SKE,

Attorney and Counselor at La
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practie

i.'anta Fe. N.

Some of the Parker boomers are so
sure of the judge's election that, they
are already parceling out cabinet positions and have offered General Nelson
A. Miles, United States Army, retired,
the office of secretary of war. They
have some early birds among the Democratic bosses.

There is more Catarrh in this seotion of
put together,
country thftn all other
and until the last few years was supposed to
be Incurable. For a f.'reat many years
doctors pronounced it a looal disease and
prescribed local remedies, and by constantly
ir.iling to cure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable. S ienee has proven
catarrh to be a constitutional disease aiid

M.

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
GG.
Offices Griffin Block.

Attorney-at-Law- ,

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are easy
and pleasant to take.

The more Colonel Bryan says and
writes now, the more does it become
apparent that he was not the original
Parker man and the more does it look
as if this distinction ought to go to
Dave Hill, the sage of Wolfert's
Roost.

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe : : : : New Mexico

Phone

J, E Lacome, Proprietor

"I have beea a very heclthy woman, and this
time has been very hard with me," writes Mrs.
Maggie Morris, of MuUfon Station, Clear6eldof
Co,, Pa., Box 16. "I am come to the time
change of life, and I have been sick a great deal
off and on. When Mrs. Heramis moved beside
me I was sick in bed, and when she came to see
me and we were talking over our sickness, Mrs.
Hemmis told me to try Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription and 'Gotdsn Medical Discovery,'
also ' Pellets.' I got her to bring me a bottle of
each from the drug store and I used them.
Thev did me a great deal of good, and I got two
more bottles of ' Favorite Prescription.' I never
saw such a wonderful cure. Before I commenced vour remedies I was good for nothing;
was in such misery I hardly knew what to do
with myself, now I can do all my work myself
and feel well."

The Democratic spellbinders over
the country are to be sent away from
home to make speeches in sections of
the country distant from the places
wherein they reside. Chairman Tom
Taggart of the Democratic national
committee evidently has this proverb
in mind: "No prophet is without honor
save in his own country." He knows
the kind of spellbinders he has to deal
with and also that the people at their
homes know them too well and that
in their cases "familiarity breeds contempt."

M.

Attorneys at Law.

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
in the Capitol.

t

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
All the Popular Gafltas.

I

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

c.11.. n.

OUR SPECIALTIES Old Crow, McBrayer. Quckenbeimef Rye,
end Pazton, OM Jordan and Monogram, Ky., Whiskies.

SAN FRANCISCO SIT

T

Tayte

Office,

Vegas.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, Jaly 30, i 904.
GET INSIDE.
Your Friends and Neighbors in Santa
Fe Will Show You How.
Rubbing the back won't cure back-

ache.
A

liniment may relieve, but

can't

MINES AND MILLS- SIERRA COUNTY.
R. R. Hopper has placed the Porter
mill at Hillsboro in thorough repair
and has resumed operations. The mill
is now in better condition than it has
been for years.
Fire on Sunday night caused considerable damage at the El Oro mine at
Andrews near Hillsboro. The shaft
house, two hoists, the mine stables and
a number of ore wagons were consumed. The collar of the shaft was
The blaze is
only slightly damaged.
supposed to have been of incendiary
origin as the fire under the boilers
had been banked on Saturday forenoon.
The twenty stamp mill for the Em
pire Gold Mining and Milling Company
at Hillsboro is on the ground and will
be erected by September 1. A shipment of forty tons of high grade ore
will be made this or next week, which
will be the second shipment from the
Good Hope Bonanza this month. Thir
ty men are given employment.
Repairs on the shaft of the Snake
mine near Hillsboro are now in pro
gress. A new boiler is being placed
to take the place of the old one. The
engine at the Opportunity mine will be
moved to the Snake mine to do the
work of the engine damaged by the

WANTS
AND

MISCELLANEOUS

CALIFORNIA AT

ITS VERY BEST

ADS

The Whole Pacific Slope Will Make
Do you intend to build, have your
Holiday of the Knights TempBackache comes from the inside
and specifications made by R.
lars' Visit.
plans
from the kuineys.
M. Nake, architect and builder.
Doan's Kidney Pills get inside
The Knights Templar who will at
They cure sick kidneys.
When bilious take Chamberlain's tend the triennial conclave in San
is
Here
Santa Fe proof that this is
Stomach and Liver Tablets. For sale Francisco next September have scarce
so :
a faint idea what pleasure awaits them
by all druggists.
Benito Romero, employed with
on the Pacific coast. They will get
Transfer, residence San Fran
FOR RENT House of six rooms taste of western hospitality long before
cisco ,.' says: "The use of plasters for
one block from Plaza. Inquire of H. they reach the Golden Gate. From
a year and a half on my back did not
F. Stephens.
the time they cross the mountains
bring the results I expected and relief
tlfeir journey will lie one continuous
from pain across the loins was Just as
FOR SALE Fine sheep ranch. If ovation. Whether they travel over
remotely in the distance as it was when
interested, call on of address Andrew the northern route, by way of Ogden
I first noticed it. This led me to go to
Salt Lake, Portland, Oregon, Puget
Forbes, Saguache, Colo.
Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's Kidney
Sound cities, or come over the south
Pills and take a course of the treatern route, passing through the para
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
ment. I read in our Santa Fe papers
rooms dise of the western hemisphere, their
A few comfortably furnished
that they could be depended upon and
with use of bath. Apply at Claire Ho- progress will be one round of constant
with considerable faith in the preparatel.
festivities.
At every town and city
tion because it positively stated they
the people will assemble at the depot
were for the kidneys and the kidneys
FOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly upon arrival of the Templar trains, ex
alone. I commenced the treatment. It
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all tend cordial greetings to the pilgrims
was very satisfactory. I used two boxother public and private use. Apply offer them the hospitalities of the
to George E. Ellis, trustee.
es and they stopped the last attack."
town show them such other courtesies
as the inhabitants will be able to
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
FOR SALE Standard make, up- crowd into the short space while the
a box. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N.
T.., sole agents for the United States.
pilgrims will tarry among them. Spe
right piano in good condition. One-hal- f
its regular price. Call at Lutz's
cial arrangements for the reception
Remember
the name Doan's and recent Are.
on Montezuma Avenue.
and entertainment of the travelers
take no other.
The camp of Shandon has been
have been made in all places in which
moved from the mouth of Apache
a Templar Commandery is stationed
HANNA
INSURANCE
INDIGESTION.
AGENCY,
s
of a mile up Writes
With its comranions, heart burn, Canon,
Fire, Life and Accident InsurNearly every train coming from the
the Rio Grande to the mouth of Trujil
ance.
east
will enter California from one end
flatulence, torpidity of the liver, con- lo
Gulch, where it is considered much
Offices Griffin Block. and return by the opposite direction
stipation, palpitation of the heart, poor safer from floods and where title can Phone 66.
thus affording the passengers a chance
blood, headache and o her nervous be obtained to the town lots. The
Eat dinner tomorrow and play even to see the greatest stretch of country
symptoms, sallow skin, foul tongue, of
population of this mining district is at the Bon Ton.
possible. California covers a latitude
fensive breath nd a legion of other now
and two general merchandise
is
at onte the most wide- stores150have
equal to that from Canada to the Gulf
ailments,
been opened. The Silva
MAN
WANTED YOUNG
.from of Mexico, with perhaps a greater vaspread and destructive ralady among properties are the only mines that are
Santa Fe or vicinity, with fair busi- riety of temperature, scenery, products
the American people. The Herblne
being worked at present. The owners ness ability willing to work, to prepare and greater wonders than can be seec
treatment will cure all these troubles. as
well as several leasers are em for
50c bottle. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
good government position. En on the rest of the American continent.
ployed on the ground. The output of trance salary $800. Gradual promo- Traversing California from the exthe camp is about $2,000 per month.
Pumpkin pie like your mother used The camp receives mail twice a week tion position permanent. Address treme south to the north, the pilgrims
C. D. W..' Box 1, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. will have an opportunity to see the
to make, at the Bon Ton.
from Rincon.
rich mining regions which have sup80CORRO COUNTY.
WANTED For the U. S. army: able plied the world's stock of the precious
Cured of Chronic Diarrhoea After Ten
The Kelly mine has increased Its bodied, unmarried
Years of Suffering.
men, between ages metal which has greased the wheels of
to 85 tons of high grade lead of 21 and
output
35; citizens of United States commerce for the past half century.
"I wish to say a few words in praise
a day and 125 men are em- of
character and temperate hab They will see miles of orchards, vineof Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and zinc ore The
lease on the its, good
who can speak, read and write, yards, orange groves, the largest hop- Diarrhoea Remedy," says Mrs. Mattie ployed. will present soon
C.
T.
and
expire
to re- yards in the world, wheat fields largFor information
Burge, of Martinsville Va. "I suffered property
for a English. officer, 250 San apply
Francisco er than some counties in the states.
from chronic d'arrhoea for ten years Brown of Socorro is25 negotiating
cruiting
men are now at
lofty mountains, and many of the nat
Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
and during that time tried various new lease. About
at deat
work
principally
City,
Estey
ural wonders of California.
medicines without obtaining any perAs soon as a ne
operations.
velopment
The fare for the round trip is to be
Recommendation
Sold
relief.
one
summer
Last
of
.Lady's
manent
water supply is obtained the
made the lowest in the history of
Boxes of Chamberlain's
Fifty
my children was taken with cholera good
will be started, there being suffitranscontinental travel. That may be
Stomach and Liver Tablets.
morbus, and I procured a bottle of this mills
cient ore on the dump to run them for
I have, I believe, scld fifty boxes of one inducement for people to make the
two
were
doses
emedy. Only
requir- a
Comyear and more. The Dividend
Chamberlain's Liver and Stomach Tab- - trip, though not the only one. During
ed to give her entire reli
I then decided to try thp medicine myself, and pany has made a contract with George ets on the recommendation of one the conclave, before and after, the
did not use all of one bottle before I Sligh of White Oaks to sink a well to ady here.who first bought a box of people of California, all the people of
them about a year uao. She never the whole Pacific slope, will entertain
was well and I have never since been a depth of 1,000 feet.
TAOS COUNTY.
tires of telling her neighbors and the visitors at an endless round of
roubled with that complaint One
I. C. McCullum has resumed devel- friends about the good qualities of festivities.
Tourists will have an opcannot say too much in favor of that
work on the Yankee Maid be- these Tablets. P. M. Shore, Druggist, portunity to avail themselves of the
opment
wonderful medicine." This remedy is
low Red River and has struck a good Rochester,
The pleasant numerous excursions and side trips at
Indiana.
or gale by a!! druggists.
lead of ore.
effect of these tablets makes a nominal cost, see California at its
purgative
S. M. Malette is at work on the Bog- them a favorite with ladies
everywhere very best, and enjoy the generous hosiOW RATES TO COLORADO.
River.
at
Red
gy
sale
all
The
For
pitality of the real westerners.
by
druggists.
Via Santa Fe.
C.
Keen has opened a big quartz
event is to be made the most memorDenver and return $22.55, Colorado vein H.
near Red River.
on the
able of any gathering on the Pacific
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Springs $19.55. Pueblo, $17.55, on sale R. W. Penn Sampson
Melson are at
and
John
be
for
Sealed
will
received
slope.
proposals
daily, good to return until October 81. work
again on the Melson below Red construction of a two story and baseS Call on Santa Fe agents.
River.
ment brick building for the territorial $390 FOR LETTERS ABOUT
H. S.LUTZ,
C. A. Enderman has opened work institute for the blind, at Alamogor
THE SOUTHWEST.
Agent, Santa Fe. on
the Germania at Red River.
do, New Mexico.
The Rock Island system offers 20
Garland
C. H. Brigham and James
Plans and specifications can be seen. prizes, of the aggregate value of $390,
NIGHT WAS HER TEROR.
"I would cough nearly all night have opened up a lead of free milling at the offices of R. H. Pierce, secretary, for letters relative to the territory
ore in the Edison No. 5, formerly the Alamogordo, New Mexico, the Santa
along its lines in Arkansas, Kansas,
long," writes Mrs. Chas. Applegate, of Rosette at Anchor.
Fe New Mexican, Santa Fe, New Mex Indian Territor- -, Oklahoma, Texas
Alexandria, Indiana., "and could hardDr. E. H. Sherrard and T. C. Eubank ico, the Albuquerque Journal,
Albu and New Mexico. Letters should deal
ly get any sleep. I had consumption
so bad that if I walked a block I have opened a vein of ore on the Joe querque, New Mexico, and at Eddy with the. writer's experiences since he
would cough frightfully and spit blood, Shelby at Columbine, which assays Brothers, Coles Building, El Paso, Tex settled In the southwest. They should
ton.
as.
tell how much money he had when he
but, when all other medicines failed, $25.60S.per
to Red
returned
L.
has
Preston
The trustees reserve the right to re arrived, what he did when he first
Dr.
three $1.00 bottles of
King's New River from Denver with
assays run- ject any or all bids. Proposals must came, what measure of success has
Discovery wholly cured me and I
from $1,600 to $10,000 per ton on be received on or before 1 p. m., Aug since rewarded his efforts and what he
ning
58
It's
gained
pounds."
absolutely ore from the recent strike on the In- ust 9th, 1904,
accompanied by a certi thinks of that portion of the country
guaranteed to cure coughs, colds, la
dependence in the Red River district. fled check for five per cent of the n which he is located. Letters should
grippe, bronchitis and all throat and A
wagon road will be built from amount of the bid, and should be ad not be less than 300 nor more than 1,
lung troubles. Price 50c and $1. Trial thegood
at Elizabethtown.
mine
dressed to the board of trustees of the 500 words in length and will be used
bottles free at Fischer Drug Company.
GRANT COUNTY.
New Mexico Institute for the Blind, for the purpose of advertising the
The new concentrator of the Burro care A. J. King, Alamogordo, New Mex southwest.
Twice your money's worth at the
Mountain Copper Company in the Bur- ico.
Letters are desired not only from
Bon Ton.
ro Mountains was started on last SatBond will also be required for the farmers and farmers' wives, but also
urday and is running smoothly. The proper performance of the contract.
from merchants, school 'eachers, clerNO PITY SHOWN.
"For years fate was after me con- pumps on the St. Louis are lifting en-a TRUSTEES NEW MEXICO INSTI gymen; from everyone, in brief, who
TUTE FOR THE BLIND,
stream of water that supplies the
has a stor to tell and who knows how
tinuously" writes F. A. Gulledge, Ver- tire
a By A. J. KING, President.
has
concentrator
The
to tell it.
camp.
bena, Ala., "I had a terrible case of
of 100 tons and was hauled
For circular giving details, write
piles causing 24 tumors. When all capacity
-John Sebastian, passenger traffic manNOTICE.
failed Bucklen's Arnici Salve cured from Pinos Altos to Burros without
Santa Fe, N. M., July 9, 1904.
ager, Rock Island system, Chicago, Ilme. Equally good for burns and all the loss of a screw or a bolt.
A New Gold Extracting Process.
Of advertisement for bids for con linois.
aches and pains. Only 25c at Fischer
The new gold extracting process of struction of stone fence.
Drug Company.
chemist, depends
Office of the Board of County Com- - TRIENNIAL CONCLAVE KNIGHT
Body, the Belgian
upon the addition of sulphur instead m.ssioners of the County of Santa Fe:'
STOCKHOLDERS MEETING.
TEMPLARS.
Bids will be received by the Board
The annual meeting of the stock- of its elimination. Much gold is comholders of the Fairview Cemetery As- bined with pyrites, from which separ- of County Commissioners of the Coun
September 5th to 9th, 1904.
sociation for the election of directors ation by means of special salts at a ty of Santa Fe up to and including the Sovereign Grand Lodge, Independent
and such other business as may prop- cherry red heat for a relatively short first day of August, 1904, at 10 o'clock
Order of Odd Fellows.
time produces a disaggregation, and
m. for the proposed construction of
erly come before It, will be held at the transforms
a
into
the pyrite3
product a stone fence In front of the court
office of the New Mexican Printing
19th-25tSan
1004,
September
can be easily worked. In Italy, house, according to the plans and spe
Company in Santa Fe at 4:00 o'clock that
California.
Francisco,
much
is
wherethe
process
receiving
cifications prepared by F. P. Crichton
in the afternoon of Wednesday, August
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
will please attention, ore is being treated for $2 and on file in the office of probate clerk sell tickets to San Francisco or Los
3d, 1904. Stockholders
of
is
ton.
The
$3
or
process
and
clerk
of
of
Board
per
the
take due notice and govern themselves
further interest as confirming the the- County Commissioners of Santa Fe Angeles and return at a rate of $38.45
accordingly.
that placers are due to volcanic County; provided, the county commis from Santa Fe. Your choice of routes
ory
New
at
Santa
hand
Witness my
Fe,
and that rich sources of com- sioners shall have the right to reject going one way, returning via another.
action,
Mexico, this 11th day of July, 1904.
Tickets will be on sale August 16th
bined gold in a volcanic matrix are to any and all bids.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN Secretary.
inclusive. For
11th,
be expected near placers of free gold. The Board of County Commissioners to September
to Santa Fe
further
apply
particulars
of
the County of Santa Fe.
Chamberlain's Colic, Colera and Diarragents.
DAY.
AND
NIGHT
WORKING
By A. L. KENDALL,
hoea Remedy.
H. S. LUTZ,
The busiest and mightiest little (Seal)
Chairman.
This remedy is certai to be needed
Santa
Fe, N. M.
Agent,
Dr.
was
made
was
ever
Attest:
In almost every home before the sum- thing that
CELSO LOPEZ, Clerk.
mer is over. It can always be depend- King's New Life PKls. These pillslistBeginning June . 1st the Denver &
ed upon even in the most severe and change weakness into strength,
Rio
Grande names rates from Santa
lessness
brain
into
energy,
fag into; The Santa Fe announces another ser
dangerous cases. It i especially val- mental
Fe as follows:
In ies of homeseekers' tickets from
wonderful
power.
They're
children
summer
disorders
in
uable for
points
To Pueblo and return, $17.55.
It is pleasant tc take and never fails building up the health. Only 25c per in the middle west to New Mexico and
To Colorado Springs
and return,
Co.
box.
Sold
Fischer
Drug
by
to give prompt relief. Why not buy it
Arizona, the rate for the round trip
$19.55.
one
will
will
now? it may save life. For sale by
be
fare plus $2 and tickets
To Denver and return, $22.55.
IMPORTANT.
be good for 21 days from date of sale.
all druggists.
To Glenwood Springs
and return,
on
now
has
Central
Fe
The Santa
will be sold every first and thirl
They
$28.65.
for
for
tickets
round
$15,
sale
good
trip
from
The Santa Fe announces a through
May to December.
Tuesday
Limited to 30 days from date of sale,
30, to Cloud-crofdaily sleeper from El Paso to St Louis return until September
most
stop over privilege at and north of
famous
the
New Mexico,
via Kansas City during the World's
Pueblo. Final limit October 31st. F.
For
Fair period. Connection for this train summer resort in the southwest.
Rob-binH.
to
McBride, agent.
B.
W.
information
apply
leaves Santa Fe at 9:55 a. m. and one urther
G. P. A., Santa I'e Central RailGenuine.
section has been assigned to the Santa
"The Grand Canon .0" Arizona,"
Fe office for the accommodation of pas- way, Santa Fe, N. M.
L&kM for CHICHESTElf S ENGLISH
L,
in KED
Gold meullln bom. aeniti
superbly illustrated volume of 124 pag
sengers from this city.
with blue ribbon. Take no other. Refaee
A dinner like your mother used to
Dmceron Kubtltuilon and lmlla es: Fifty cents a copy. Apply to H. S.
tlooi. Buy or your Drucg'.st. or nnJ 4e. m
a
Lutz, city agent of the Atchison.
cook, at the Bon Tor.
Money's Digest to New Mexico
lamil for Parti fnl.tr. t tlmonlaU
otto "Keller for
"J re- 1 otlnnUl. PoHbJ
and Santa Fe Railway in the CaCourt Decisions for sale by the
tarn Mad. 0.o5laII,"
C'Om
DrLCLii".
fhfhrarr 1'hcmfcol
New Mexican Printing Company.
The New Moxican prints the news.
tatln toll paper. KaJtam Square. I'lllL.i , r"U tron Block.
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Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p. m. Mountain Tiro.
This handsome solid vestibuled train Direct connections made for all
runs through to New Orleans, Shreve-por- t North, East and Southeast
and St. Louis without chance.
For schedules, rate and oth
Carries through sleepers Loa Angeles formation cah em or address,
to Chicago and intermediate points.
R. W. CURTIS

Southwestern

Passenger Agent

EL PASO,

TEXAS

If. O. LEONARD
Traveling Passenger Agent

E. 9. TOUTS
Gsn. Passenger and Tloket
DALLAS, TSXAS

EL PASO. TEXAS

CORONADO TENT CITY

i

t,

Pennyroyal pills

Su-pre- m

To-pek-

"RIGHT UP TO NOW"

60 West to the Ocean This Summer
GO

TO C0H0JMD0 TEJYT CITY

Coronado Tent City is the wonder of the Pacific Coast.

The

climate

is

perfect, the Camp is hoalthful, the tents are comfortable, and there is plen
ty to eat. There are a great many other attractions at Coronado. and along
the line of the Santa Fe, tickets are on sale Tuesdays, Thursdays and SatFor further particulars see Santa

urdays, round trip from Santa Fe, $41.90.
Fe agents.

Santa Fe

the Way

All

W. R. Brown, D. F & P. A.,

H. S. Lutz, Agent,

Santa Fe.

El Paso, Texas.

Legal blanks of all kind3 for sale at The New Mexican

Santa Fe
Central
Railway

N. M.

office.

EL PASO
CHICAGO,
DENVER,

SALT LAKE CITY.

THE SHORT LINE OF NEW MEXICO
NEW EQUIPMENT

PROMPT SERVICE

CONNECTING AT SANTA PE, N. M , with the Denver
Wo Grande Railroad for Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad
and all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana and he Great
Northwest.
CONNECTING AT TORRANCE, N. at., with the K Vase
Nomeastern System for El Paso, Texas, and art points in Southern
New Mexico, Arisona, Texaa and the Republic of Mexico. Also for
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago and all points eaat via the Rock
Island system.
THE SANTA FE CENTRAL is the Short Line between Santa
Fe and El Paso, Texas, Alamogordo, Carruozo, Santa Rosa, Tucum-car- i.
N M. . DWhart, Texas, and aJl other points on the El Paso- Northeastern System.
For freight and passenger rates, and other information regarding
the Santa Fe Central Railway and the country through which
it operates, call on or address

B. W. BOBBINS,

6. F. & P. JL

SANTA FE, It. M.
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, Jaly 30, 1904.
six weeks past, during which they vis-

ited friends in Pennsylvania, as well as
ESTABLISHED 1856
INCORPORATED 1903
the World's Fair at St. Louis, have
returned to the Duke City.
Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas, attorney, who was here yesterday on legal business, lift last night for Las
Cruces on a similar mission. Mr.
Spiess says that Mrs. Spiess, who has
been seriously ill for the past ten days,
is out of danger and improving.
Sheriff H. C. Kinsell and wife, are
expected to arrive this evening from
the east where they have bee.i visiting
friends and relatives and also teeing
the fights at the World's Fair for some
weeks past. Mr. Kinsell's mother accompanied them home, and will remain
Goods
here during the fall.
A. B.
of Albuquerque,
McGaffey,
president of the Territorial Fair Association, arrived in the city yesterday
and went north this morning via the
LADIES' and CHILDREN'S HATS,
Denver & Rio Grande to Durango and
Mancos, Colorado, where he has a
flock of sheep grazing. He expects to
BOYS' WASH SUITS,
LADIES' WAISTS,
249-25- 3
return this way in a week.
San Francisco St.
John W. Catron, the eldest son of
ORGANDIES,
LAWNS,
'Phone No. 108
Hon. and Mrs. T. B. Catron, arrived
last evening from Colorado. He was
DOTTED SWISS MULL,
SILK MULL,
accompanied by a. friend, N. G. Anderson of White Sulphur Springs, Montana. The two will leave Monday for
DIMITY, COLORED LINENS, PIQUE,
that place where Mr. Catron will be
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL the suest of Mr. Anderson. He will
WAISTINGS, ETC., ETC.
return to Columbia University this fall.
Maria
Celeste
Anna
and
Misses
The
Mrs. T. B. Catron and guests will
be at home to friends on Tuesday next. Nellis of Topeka, daughters of Judge
-DO NOT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY
Nellis of Kansas, will arrive Sunday
O. C. Watson will leave this evenCatthe
at
as
from California
guests
ing for the south on business. He ex- ron home on Grant Avenue. Miss CeTHE LOWEST PRICED HOUSE IN THE CITY FOR FISE GOODS !
Manufacturer of
MIX LINK OF- pects to be gone two weeks.
leste Nellis is a very accomplished
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Bartlett returned pianist and has studied under a num
WATCHES, CLOCKS, JUXieBU HLICREE JEWELBY yesterday from a month's camping out ber of noted masters in Europe, among
on the Pecos forest reserve.
TELEPHONE 36
P. O. BOX 219
them Moritz Moszkowszki. Miss Anna
SILVERWARE,
Mrs. Otero and son Miguel, returned Maria Nellis is a talented elocutionist.
about the middle of the week from a
Miss Ethel Walz of El Paso, a niece
AXL KINDS OF DESIGNS IX
visit to Mrs. S. B. Davis at Las Vegas. of Mrs. r. B. Catron, is expected to
Fob Chains,
R. H, Hanna left today for the Han- - arrive tomorrow noon on a visit to her
Fresh Flowers all the Time!
Fresh Fruits in Season:
na ranch at Lamy where he will spend aunt. Miss Adel Fewel, also a niece
filigree Neck Chains,
been
has
who
B.
Mrs.
T.
Mr.
of
with
Mrs.
and
Catron,
Thomas
Sunday
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Hanna.
wiili her aunt in Europe, for the past
Filigree Brooch Pins.
Mrs. S. O. Fletcher and son, Allen, year, will arrive in the city tomorrow
Filigree Bracelets,
left today for Albuquerque,
where from the east en route for her home
one of the
will
a
Filigree Card Cases,
remain
or
week
they
longer vis- in El Paso. She will be
house party which Mrs. Cat, on will
iting relatives.
entertain next week.
Manuel Sanchez,
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Chtfrch, f anta Fe, N. M.
poath Side Plaza - Santa Fe
On Thursday last, in Albuquerque,
from Rio Arriba County, who has been
in the city for some time past left through the kindness of the Jesuit
FLOWERS A
ml
fffc,
Fathers, President Prince of. the Histoday for his home in Ojo Sarco.
in
obtaining
WEDDING BOUQUETS
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Leeson returned torical - Society succeeded
DECORATIONS
a block- of wood from the arch which
aurmg tne ween, rrom a two weeks soof
the
door
the
FLORAL DESIGNS
original
journ in southern California, where constituted
old church of San Felipe de Neri in
they went in hope of benefitting the
P. O, Box 457
There are but two
Old Albuquerque.
Telephone No 12
j0
j
former's health.
of these pieces still in existence, so
The guests of Hon. and Mrs. T. B.
that this will make an interesting relic
Fe. New Vexico.
Catron, with their hostess, will ieave of one of the historic missions ot tne
Wednesday for the Catron cabin on olden time.
the Pecos, where they will spend a
On being given the choice of
week's outing.
the St. Louis World's Fair
Miss Ella Goodson of Marshall, tending
Fe, Miss Elliott, dau.
Santa
visiting
Missouri, a niece of Hon. T. B. Catron, ter of J. E. Elliott of Kansas City, V.
arrived last evening and will be a
souri, decided on the latter and
house guest at the Catron residence now
here on a visit. Miss Elliott sf
for some weeks.
this town is the most interesting s
Mrs. Charles A. Haynes and niece, could wish to see and is enjoying her
Miss Eva Daugherty, returned this stay here very much. Mr. Elliott is
morning from the Dockweiler ranch at not less enthusiastic over his latest
Tesuque where they have been trtiests trip to the Capital City and avers that
for the past two weeks.
the points of interest here, in his opinMrs. Lulu Hersey of California, who ion, are equal to the great exposition.
is well known in Santa Fe, having foi
Are now out of market.
Little Miss Clara Bursum entertainmerly resided here, will arrive thi: ed a bevy of cute little misses at the
THE 46TH YEAR BEGINS SEP. I, 1904.
evening. She will be the guest of Ur superintendent's quarters at the peniWe are now getting some
and Mrs. J. M. Diaz while here.
tentiary yesterday afternoon in celeThe College is empowered by law to issue
Commissioner Arthur Seligman has bration of her fifth" birthday. Games
TEACHERS' CERTIFI
FPK6Y C0L01D0 BHSPBERRIES
refreshmeiiis
CATES to its Graduates, which Certificates are to be honored by School Directors
spent the last few days in New York were played, suitable
folk
on
the
official
little
enjoyed
and
business for the coun served
City
in the Territory of New Mexico.
Every day. Get your supply this week, as they will only
ty and expects to leave there for St themselves profusely. Those present
BROTHER BOTULPH.
last a week or ten days.
Louis tomorrow on his return home.
besides the hostess, were Annie Dor-maand
Dolores
Walter,
Dorothy
L.
Waldo
who
visited
Judge Henry
Bergere, Helen and Jack Knapp,
Santa Fe yesterday on legal business
Saf-forleft Las Vegas today for Kansas City Alice Watson, Dorothy and Ruth
The purest and best Butter made, from the Cleanest
LuRee and Virginia Knight, Rose
for a brief sojourn in that town. The
Larson.
Vera
and
odor-pro- of
judge's health is improving right along.
Creamery in the world. Sealed in air-tigembeen
who
has
Laura
Miss
Davis,
Mrs. S. H. Failor departed this fore!
packages
noon for Boulder, Colorado, where she ployed as stenographer in the office of
will make an extended visit with her the Bureau of Immigration during the
and who has
daughter, Mrs. Euyler. She will also nast eisrhteen months
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., Dealers.
visit other Colorado points before re- won an enviable record for reliability
and devotion to duty, will leave toturning to Santa Fe.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
for her old home near
Mr. and Mrs. Lew H, Blake returned morrow evening
for a vacation. She
Virginia,
Leesburg,
yesterday from a six weeks' sojourn will go by El Paso, Texas, and Shreves-port- ,
on the upper Pecos River. The time
Louisiana, where she will visit
:
:
BOSS
there was spent in fishing and resting.
who is in business in that
brother
her
Mr. Blake has been improved in health
:
CRYSTAL
town and will also make a stay of sevby his vacation.
to
eral days in St. Louis before going
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Barnes of Fort
her Virginia home. She expects to be
Mojave, Arizona, arrived ii the city absent two months or longer.
J. 8. CANDELAKIO
yesterday and will be guests of Mrs.
Mrs. John R. McFie entertained on
301 San Francisco St!
Barnes' brother, George B. Haggatt,
luncheon
at the U. S. Indian Industrial School Wednesday at a very pretty
has re
who
Mrs.
of
in
honor
Catron,
here for sometime.
returned from Europe. The
cently
J. F. McNally, superintendent of the
decorations, menu and service were in
Rio Grande division of the Santa Fe
Japanese style, complete and beautiful,
Railway, and family spent this after- the colors being pink and white. The
noon and evening in the city. They seats were
designated by postal cards
came in Mr. McNally's special car and with
scenes upon one side
Japanese
were here sightseeing.
and were attached by pink ribbons to
Miss Mollie Keyes, a niece of Mrs. miniature allegators concealed within
Charles Haynes who has been with her foliage at the center of the table.
aunt here for years, will leave Monday Those present beside the hostess and
for Topeka, Kansas, where she will guest of honor were: Mrs. Raynolds,
spend some time visiting friends be- Mrs. Whiteman, Mrs. Largey of New
fWSJMPJ
Hi fore returning to her home in Mis York, Mrs. Craig of Albuquerque, Mrs.
a
souri.
Van Stone of Denver, Mrs. Sloan, Mrs.
Miss Amelia Baca, who has been Bishop, Mrs. Haggatt and Mrs. Lee.
spending the week visiting at the
Associate Justice Frank W. Parker
home of Francisco Delgado, was sum of the Territorial Supreme Court, who
moned to her home in. Las Vegas this has been here for two weeks, preparLV m
ssl
morning by a message announcing the ing opinions in cases referred to him,
serious illness of a member of the Baca left last evening for Las Cruces, where
"
.
J "J
.
family.
r
today he was engaged in the hearing
W. S. Strickler, cashier of the bank on a petition for an injunction broug'it
The best place to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, Pottery and Curios, also
of Commerce of Albuquerque, and wife, by Chapelle et al., of Denver, Colorado,
who have been on an eastern tour for
Continued on Page Five.
Belies from the Cliff Dwellings. Beautiful Mexican Drawn Work, Box 346.
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MINOR CITY TOPICS
"Three in one" an oil for polishing
furniture is advertised by W. H. Goebel
today.
Jacob Weltmer, the stationer, was
indisposed this morning and unable to
be at his place of business.
WANTED Three skirt and waist
makers immediately. Apply to Mrs. C.
A. Haynes, 114 Johnson Street.
Large consignments of alfalfa are
arriving on the local market. Yesterday two car loads came from Blanco.
Joseph Blonger, who operates mining property near Cerrillos, for a Decatur, Illinois, concern, is in Santa Fe
on mining business.
The regular monthly meeting of the
board. of education will meet Monday
evening, August 1, at 8 o'clock in Judge
N. B. Laughlin's office.
sale of muslin
Grand
underwear for one week only, commencing August 1, 1904. The Cash
Store, Julius H. Gerdes.
Tomas Alarid, who was shot some
time ago is reported to be very ill.
His illness is not due to the effects of
the bullet wound, directly.
The Santa Fe announces a round trip
rate to Portland, Oregon, of $45.75, account of the annual mining congress to
be held there August 22 to 27.
Randolph Kelley, watchman at the
Ortiz mine in south Santa Fe County,
who has been here purchasing supplies
returned to his post of duty last night.
,
J. T. Lindsey, the St. Louis shoe-manhere
to
business
after attending
St.
yesterday, was a passenger for
Santa Fe
Louis on this forenoon's
train,
Amador Sanchez, a guard at the penhis
itentiary, left this morning for will
he
where
in
Sarca,
Ojo
home
and
spend his vacation visiting friends

relatives.
Fifteen workmen from Santa Fe left
this morning for Moriarity where they
hope to obtain work on the proposeda
Eastern,
line of the Albuquerque
branch line of the Santa Fe Central.
The Misses Guadalupita Abeyta,

Josie Martinez and Virginia Montoya
will entertain a company of friends at
a dance this evening in Adam'vs Hall.
for
Special music has been engaged
the occasion.
Look out for announcement of broken prices which will appear Monday in
&
the space occupied by Salmon
clothand
"pnan, the dry goods
2515
San
to
chants, at No. 249
50 Street.

ii

daughter of Manuel Ortiz, who lives
a short distance from Santa Fe died
yesterday. Funeral services were held
at 2 o'clock this afternoon and interment was made in Rosario Cemetery.
The annual encampment of the
Grand Army of the Republic will take

15 to 20, the
place in Boston, August
Santa Fe announces special low rates
for this occasion, also grants liberal
in the
stopover privileges at points
east.
The first rung of "fortune's ladder"
is hard work; and the next systematic
saving. If yoil would be as prosperous as your wealthy neighbor, open an
account, by mail, with the Plaza Trust
and Savings Bank of Las Vegas. One
dollar will start you.
Benito Antonio, the infant son of Mr.
and Mrs. Juan D. Alarid, died this
child
morning at 7:30 o'clock. The
was 40 days old. The funeral will be
held tomorrow afternoon at the Cathedral at 3 o'clock and interment will
be at Rosario Cemetery.
I. Sparks, manager of the Santa Fe
a
Telephone Company, has ordered
of
and
repairing
overhauling
general
the entire system. Work was begun
retoday. This step was taken inteleto
concerning
complaints
sponse
be
phone service and the wires will

in the best of shape.
N. Yanni, Eugenio Sena, Celso

put

Lo-

Luce-rpez, Vicente Lorenso, Bonifacio
last
returned
Manuel
Delgado,
and
evening from a hunting and fishing
an absence of
trip to the Pecos, after
and Eugenio
Yanni
Mr.
fifteen days.
Sena killed a large bear during the
hunt and are justly proud of their
achievement.
The Democratic politicians here
were summed to learn that Jerry
Simpson of Roswell, former Congressman from one of the Kansas districts,
has announced himself as a candidate
Confor the nomination for delegate to
i3
sure
he
that
asserted
gress and has
of the nomination. They shook their
heads at the announcement, but would
not venture opinions upon it.
o

The regular weekly target practice
Inof Company F., First Regiment of
of New Mexico,
Guard
National
fantry,
2
will be held tomorrow afternoon at
as
morning
the
in
o'clock instead of
has been the custom heretofore. As
this is the last target practice before

territorial

encampment

takes

place at Las Vegas, all members of
Company F. are requested to be present.
The New Mexican bindery has the
best and haa the most modern equipment in its line in the southwest. The
work turned out by it is superior to
'any in all this section of the country
land bankers, merchants and business
imen generally who desire books, such
ac-jas cash books, day books, ledgers,com-- jI
count books of all kinds for the
ing year will do well to address the
New Mexican Printing Company for
prices and samples. Satisfaction guar
anteed.
The skies still continue to be clouded with occasional
showers, just
about enough to keep the dust well
wetted down. Today's weather prediction ran, "Partly cloudy with local
showers Sunday and in north portion
tonight. Cooler weather." Yesterday
the maximum temperature was 78 degrees at 3:15 p. m. and the minimum
58 degrees at 5:30 a. m. The mean
temperature was C8 degrees. The relative humidity was GO per cent and the
precipitation .12 of an inch. The temperature at fi o'clock this morning was
59 degrees.
Beginning August 1, the hack drivers of Closson's livery stable, will
raise the scale of prices. All city
trips, which heretofore were made for
25 cents will be charged for at the rate
of 50 cents. Trips between the hotels
and depots will remain at 25 cents. The
hack drivers give as their reason for
the advance in price the fact that
they have not been making even fair
wages during the summer and that the
work is really worth the increased
price. No resolutions of thanks have
as yet. been passed by the patrons and
people who take carriage drives about
the town and it is safe to say that
none will be.
The fiesta of the Woman's Board of
Trade, which will take place in the
plaza on Tuesday the 23d of August,
will, judging from the work now being
done by the members of the board, be
a success from every standpoint.
Preparations are already going on and
the members of the board request that
every well wisher and good citizen of
Santa Fe. man or woman, who has anything to donate to the rummage sale,
will bring his or her donation to Miss
Simmons, the librarian of the Woman's
Board of Trade, and turn the same over to her. The patriotic and public
spirited women of the board request
their friends and acquaintances to save
money for the fiesta. Every dime
spent, with them will be used for the
benefit and advantage of the city.
The Santa Fe Central baseball team
will leave for Albuquerque this evening

CARTWRIGHT--

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

j j S. fl. CARTWRiOHT, Sec'y and Trees.
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49.

Continued from Page Four.

GEO. W. HICK0X, President

al., of Socorro an
San Antonio, New Mexico, and Powell
Stackhouse of El Paso, Texas, in the
matter of the sale of the Carthage
coal properties which was recently consummated between McMillan- - et al., on
one side and Stackhouse et al., on the
other side.
Jesus Hernandez of Las Vegas, was
an arrival in the city this morning. He
is here on business.
The reception tendered to Rev. and
Mrs. R. M. Craig, by Mr. and Mrs.
Charles L. Bishop, Tuesday evening
last at the Bishop residence in the
north part of the city was a noteworthy
social event. The attendance was
large and towards the latter part of
the evening, dainty refreshments were
served. Mr.' and Mrs. Bishop were assisted in receiving by the Rev. and
Mrs. Craig, Mrs. McFie, Mrs. Dudrow,
and Mrs. Roy Crichton. Miss Olive
Wrightsman presided at the punch
bowl. Mrs. H. E. Gibson and Mrs. John
H. Walker attended to the refreshments in the dining room. Those who
attended were: Rev. and Mrs. R. M.
Craig, Judge and Mrs. McFie, Mr. and
Mrs. McCord, Mr. and Mrs. F. P.
Crichton, Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Crichton,
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Wood, Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Stevens, Professor and Mrs. Wood, Mr. ami
Mrs. Fischer, Mr. and Mrs. Gable, Dr.
and Mrs. Harroun, Dr. and Mrs. Pop- pleweH, Dr. and Mrs. Diaz, Dr. and
Mrs. Knann. Dr. and Mrs. Lord, Mr.
and Mrs. Sparks, Mr. and Mrs. Win
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Easley, Mr. and Mrs.
H. E. Gibson. Mr. and Mrs. I. B. Manand
na, Mr. and Mrs. Dudrow. Mr.Riven-burg,
Mrs. Whittman, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Fiske., Mr. and
Mrs. Haggett, Mr. and Mrs. Catron,
Mr. and Mrs. Weltmer, Mr. and Mrs.
Knight. Mr. and Mrs. McBride, Mr.
and Mrs. Price.. Mr. and Mrs. Fleming,
Mr. and Mrs. Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Watson, Mr. and Mrs. Walter, Rev. anil
Mrs. Rendon, Mesdames M. J. Warner,
Hurt, Robertson, Van Stone, Harvey
Jones. Thomas, Wilson, Hite, Larger
and Marsh, the Misses Robertson. Bo
lander, Gardner. Jeffries, Wrightsman.
Meeker, Sus;e
Schormoyer, Rupert,
Meeker, Keyes, Woods, Judge Abbott,
Dr. Wheelon and S. S. Wrightsmar.

against McMillan et

AVIS CO.

D

1

Dr.

Price's
CREAM

Baking Powder
HIGHEST

IN

STRENGTH

AND

PURITY

Improves the flavor and adds
to the healthfulness of the
food.

Price Baking Powder Co.
CHICAGO,

MARKET REPORT.
AND METAL.
York. July 30. Monev on call,
is nominal with no loans. Prime mercantile paper SJi
iH per cent, liar
MONEY

Nh

58?.

si vor

Lead and copper
re quiet and unchanged.
New Sfork, July 30

QHAIN.

July 30.
Sept 0 .
Corn. July, SKiSept.
Chicago,

July,

993

Oat9,

Close,

Wheat,

:

July,

i&i Sept.

49 K

izc

33.

PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Fork, July 813. 93! Sept.

812 05.

Lard, July 80.90; Sept. Si. 00 ? 7.0234.
Ribs, July, HZiVi;.;; Sept. 87.07).;.
WOOL MARKET.
Mo.. July 30. Wool,
St.
Louis.
steady unchanged.
Territory and western medium, 20
22;-

flue

V.

medluga,

15

17; fine,

WATERMELONS.
are now at their best,
Watermelons
We are now receiving regular ship
ments of Las Crucea Cantaloupes, very red and luscious. Don't fail to try one.
fancy, sweet, firm and good size.
MEAT MARKET.
has not affected our supThe
strike
RED RASPBERRIES.
of fancy packing house killed, eastply
We have special arrangements to ern corn fed beef. We have not adsecure regular shipments ot tne nnesi vanced our
prices and have plenty
red raspberries in the Denver market. for all.
corn
This meat being
Ours are extra large and fine flavored. fed and received
by us several times a
week by express, is much superior to
native killed stuff, which is too often
PICNIC GOODS.
exposed to dirt and heat, thereby acWe carry a very large and well se quiring an ancient smell. Preserve
lected line of canned fish, meats, wat your health by buying meat you know
ers, crackers, etc., for picnics, campers is all right. Boiled ham, sausage, ba
and for lunch on hot days when.it is con, ham, pigs' feet, tripe, etc.
a nuisance to cook.
Sardines in oil, imported, small cans. 10
CIGARS AND TOBACCO.
Imported sardines, regular size, 12J4c,
an excellent assortment of
have
We
15c, 20c, 22'zc, and 25c. Some in oil,
In 5c goods we
with sauce bordelaise (tomato), some tobaccos and cigars.
Little
have:
Cabinet,
Washington's
truffled, some with sauce ravlgotite
Tom, Cremo, Judge Taft, Fontella, Geo.
(lemon).
W. Child, El Mexicano, Owl, Jas. G.
Imported sardines large cans 30c, 40c Blaine, Exporto, El Capitan, Henry
Libbey's Corn beef bash 15c and 20c.
and Lillian Russell.
Libbey's lunch tongue, 2Cc and 35c. George,
10c goods, General Arthur, Tom
In
Armour's deviled ham, 5c and 10c.
Moore, Belle Creole, Industrial and
Veal, Beef and Ham loaf, 15c, and 25c
Dry Climate.
20c
Chicken Loaf, small
In smoking tobacco and chewing to10c
City Soda Crackers
we carry the largest variety ot
bacco
10c
Takoma Biscuit
auy store in the city. We probably,
Graham Crackers
have your favorite brand.
10 for 15c. Smokes.
12'2c
Favorite Milk
15c
Hoffman House, Arthur Operas. Koyt
Butter Thins, very fancy
Barrel Ginger Snaps, A. B. C. Gingers al Bengal.
3 For 5c Smokes.
Nabisco Wafers, all flavors, Cham
Winner Stogies. Saw Log Stogies,
pagne wafers, Kamonas (chocolate),
Old Virginia Cheroots.
Athenas (lemon).
LAS CRUCES CANTALOUPES.

H

STOCK MARKETS.
New York, July 3'). Atchison 7'1S':
pfd., !'5&; New1 York Central, HS;
9 3 i Southern Pacific,
Pennsylvania,
4
Union Pacific, 94! pfd., 93&s U.
S. Steel, 11
pfd., 59.
STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., July 30 -- rati e
market weak.
80 W; South
Native steers, 84 00
84 75; Southern
eru steers. S3 00
MANAGER H. U. MUDGE
cows. SI. 75 fii S3 50; native cows and
$1.75 (cb 84.75; Stockers and
ISSUES A STATEMENT heifers.
84.50; bulls, 82.25
feeders, 82.75
S3 75; calves, 82.95
85.00; western
85.50; western cows,
Denies the Report to the Effect That steers, 83.75
81 75 (d 53.75.
the Santa Fe Railway is to AbanSheep market nominally steady and
Line.
Mountain
Raton
don
no receipts.
84 75'. lambs, 84 00
Muttons. 83 25
84 75;
83 50
he story which has been going the O 80.00; Range83 wethers,
75.
O
83.00
Ewes,
Fe
Santa
the
ids to the effect that
Chicago, July 30. Cattle, market,
way was about to abandon the steady.
and
Mountain
Raton
SO 40;
over
t line
liood to prime steers, 85 40
85 40; stocker-an- d
High Raton, should not be taken poor to medium, 84.25
feeders, 82.00 n 84 50; cows 81. 50 (3
ously, as there is no truth in the
84 75; canners.
a.ement. General Manager Milage 84 35, heifers, 82.00
82 50; bulls, 82 00 fit 84 25;
of the Santa Fe Railway, has issued 81.50
80 50; Texas fed steer',
calves, 82 00
a notice as follows:
83.00 fib 85 00.
in
the newspaper
"There is nothing
Sheep market steady.
84.50:
article relative to short line via San
Good to choice wethers, 83.75
at
is
ta Fe. and there
present nothing fair to choice mixed, 33.00 ( 81.75;
84. 5u; native
that I know of likely to be done in the western sheep, 8:.'. 40
near future that will divert any traffic lambs, 81.00 fit 87.00; western lambs,
80.75.
84.50
from the line through Raton.
"It is entirely possible that a line
The hest is not too good for the Bon
will be built via the Abo Pass,
which line, if built, will carry some Ton.
little California business, but I am
LETTER LIST.
fully convinced that the business orig
List of letters iemaining uncalled
inating in western Kansas, Colorado,
and New Mexico will furnish all the for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N. M.,
traffic that can be handled successful- for the week ending July 30, 1904
ly over Raton Mountain and that there If not called for within two weeks
will never be any less business than will be sent to the dead letter office
there is at present. H. U. MUDGE.
at Washington
Jay, Mrs VI C
Archibeque. Juan
Leone, Edyttae
Angel, Juan C
PEACHES
Lucero. Mrs Antonio
R0SWELL
Aragon. Gregorio
Lovato, Florentina
Benavides. Human
Lovato. Antonio
WIN FIRST PRIZE Clark. Henry
Miss Jo
McDonald.
Rosalio
Cusatloz,
Peuo, Juan Isidor
Fletcher, H M
Miss
Trinidad
KVinU
Albert
Pino,
Chaves County Fruit Beats California
Koinero, TerasicoB
(Jurule. JoseK
in Open Competition at the
U
Romero, Josefa Ie
tiriego, MrsMaurieio
Romero, Albina lialle(.Tonzales.
World's Fair.
gos
Uarcia. Cristobal
Ramona
Segura, CruzT
Garcia, Mrs F B
Taylor, Jas
Hanliu.
Varela. Antonia
Roswell, N. M., July 30 A special International Mines
Vt llsou. John
Development Co
from
the
received
yesterday
telegram
In
calling please say advertised and
St. Louis World's Fair says that Chavthe date.
give
es County peaches received the first
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
award in open competition with CaliPostmaster.
the
was
from
fornia fruit. The fruit
Stephen's orchard, near Roswell. SupFollow tie crowd to the Bon Ton.
plies of fruit will be sent from Roswell each week to keen the display
fresh at the exposition.

DO YOU

If You

Milliner

first-clas- s
a
in
carried
Everything usually
establishment may be found at

Do

?

Try the New Cuisine at the

Coronado Cafe

1

pany at lamy.
W, S. Gillman of Mesilla, Park arrived
afyesterday from the south and looked
Gillman
Mr.
here'.
ter business affairs
has a fine farm near the Agricultural
College and many of the students board
with him.
Manager John Koury of the Santa Fe
Greys has scheduled a game with Lamy
t be played in that place Sunday afternoon August, 7. The Greys will next
Sunday cross bats with the Athletics on
the Grays" diamond.
Deputy Sheriff I. Mejer of Estancia
arrived in town last evening and brought
with him John Harris, the convict who
escaped last Sunday from the detachment constructing the "Scenic Route''
road on the Dalton Divide. The latter
was turned over to the penitentiary
authorities and Mr. Meyer returned to
his Estancia home on his morning's Santa Fe Central train.
Mr. and Mrs. Faustin Garcia left this
morning via the Santa Fe Central for
Moriarty station, from which place they
drove to their ranch at Cibolo Springs
four miles west of Moriartv. Mr. Garcia
received a dispatch yesterday afternoon
from his son Severo Garcia who is in
charge of his sheep ranches stating that
Ernesto Garcia, his little son and grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Garcia had died
suddenly and to bring a coffin. The
boy was two years of age and it is believed that he was drowned in a re
MISS A. MUGLER
servoir near the house on the place
where ho was playln? as the dispatch BRIDEGROOM OF THREE
contained no futher particulars. If the
MONTHS DIES SUDDENLY
body of the child will stand transportation, it will be brought here touight for Fred
Ostermeyer of Roswell, Succumbburial. If not it will be buried in the
ed to Quick Consumption, While
Catholic Cemetery at Chilili six miles
Clasped in Wife's Arms.
Headquarters for Fine Headwear for
from Cibolo Springs.
Ladies, Misses and Children.
Roswell, N. M., July 30 Clasped in
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
the arms of his bride of about three Fine Line of Wool, Knitting and Wash
The Santa Fe Livery will advance months, Fred Ostermeyer, a civil enEmbroidering Silk. Cushion Tops,
hackfares to 50 cents from the first of gineer of Waterloo, Iowa, died here
Cords and Applique.
August to any place within the city from the effects of quick consumption
limits. Bus fare to and from the ho Thursday night. For four years the
Small Line of Misses Hose Will Be Sold
tels will be 25 cents.
young man had planned to wed Miss
Out at Cost and in Fact Other ASANTA PE LI VERY,
Gladys Ferguson, a childhood sweetC. Closson.
rticles Offered at Bargains.
heart. The wedding took place April
12 of this year and the happy couple
The New Mexican Printing Com arrived here several days later.
Southeast Corner of the Plaza.
It
pany will do your job work wun neat was too late to save the young man's
ness and dispatcL.
Thick and Juicy steaks at Bon Ton.
life.

EAT

Short Orders a Specialty. All the Delicacies of the Season. Open Day and Night.
21 Meals fcr $4.50.
Regular Meals 25 Cents.

G. LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor

A. F.

1

Francisco Street, Next to Cartwright Davis Co's Store.

254 San

J

SPIE6ELBER6
257 San

Francisco Street.

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios
Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
and Other Gems.
tPPf-TATTT- V

To hava the best of everything in the

Una.

TI(E CHAS. WAGJIEU FURJHTUIE
Ctainaware,

ffjja

CO

WE LEAD IN EVCHiTninu.
Glassware, Mslm frames and Holding Stores and Bangs
Goods Bold on Saay raymsens
to Order

CHARLES WAGJIER

"Licensed Embalmer,

Telephone

San Francisco Strset.

10.

Night Cells Answered from residence

Telephone Mo.

i.

DAVID S. LOWITZty
Dealer in New and
Second Hand

FIWTIE

Latest desics in Rugs and Carpets

Screen Poors and Window Screens.

Garden Hose.
Ice Chests that are
just what you want
Goods sold for
cash or on easy
payments.
All Goods delivered free of charge.

and up to date drug

IRELAND'S PHARMACY

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, Joly 30, 1904.

6
Every mother feel

BaDy Mine

CAMPING IN

great dread of the pain
and danger attendant upon

the most critical period
of her life. Becoming
mother should be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
Friend is the only remedy which relieves women ot the great
and dancer of maternitv : this hour which is dreaded as woman
verest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
use this remedy are no longer despondent or
hf its use. Those who nausea
and other distressing conditions are
gloomy; nervousness,
is
made
the
ready for the coming event, and tha
vercome,
system
etioue accidents so common to the critical
War
by the use of Mother's
AE9g?V
Friend. "It is worth its weight in gold,"
amy many who have used it. $i.oo per
Wttle at drug stores. Book containing
valuable information of interest to all women, will
it to any address free upon application to
REGULATOR OO.. Atlantis Ga.

-

THEJWCKIES

t

Walter
Free

M.

Taber in the

Press Tells

Detroit

of a

Trip

to New Mexico.

TRINIDAD

f
Nflhf
Blfll

IllvlllVII J

JEMiZ

TO

Side Trips Across the Range to Taos,
Santa Fe and the Pecos
Reserve.

Friend

torical of all wagon roads, the "Santa
Fe trail," winds its way, and over
which, before the days of the railroad,
all commerce was carried between the
Missouri River and that far- away
southern town of Santa Fe.
At the town of Cimarron we spent a
happy day and night. Here Lucien B.
Maxwell, one of New Mexico's pioneers
on a magnificently shaded plateau,
among the foothills of the mighty
mountain range, had built himself a
palace and lived in barbaric splendor
in the zenith of his influence and
wealth during the war of the rebellion,
when New Mexico was isolated and
almost independent of care or thought
of the government at Washington.
Ancient Taos.
Traversing the entire length of the
beautiful Cimarron canon, passing out
at the upper end and over the mountain range at an elevation of exactly
9,000 feet, then a steep down hill drive
on the western slope brought us to the
Indian Pueblo of Taos, their pyramid
houses, one on top of another, five
stories high, standing today as they
did nearly a century before there was
an English-speakinresident in the
new world. Situated in a lovely valley,
on a bubbling trout stream close to the
massive peaks that spring abruptly
from the plains, live these peaceful,
home-lovinpeople of Taos, contented
and happy.
From Taos three days bring us to
New Mexico's capital city, Santa Fe,
the City of the Holy Faith, the oldest
and one of the most interesting on the
Here we visited
American continent.
the governor's palace, built more than
three hundred years ago; the San Miguel church, dating from 1540, old Fort
Marcy, where the American flag was
first raised over New Mexico, and
many other places of historical interest.
A Glorious Finish.
Then a side trip to the Jemez mountains and another to the Pecos river
forest reserve, where we spent some
glorious weeks in camp alongside that
famous trout stream, hunting and fishing, climbing rocks, seeking the hidden
lakes and waterfalls, the ladies of the
party gathering wild flowers to press.
This was our happiest camp and at the
expiration of our time limit we were
reluctant to leave, the last look at the
camp site being one of regretful parting.
No visitor to the southwest portion
of the Rocky mountain region can fail
to be charmed by the blue skies, its
balmy climate, its invigorating air,
rare sunshine, the entrancing beauty of
its valleys, the sparkle of its streams,
and above all the grandeur and magnimountain
ficent ruggedness of its
scenery.

Santa Fe Central Rail'y
TIME TABLE
June
Effective
Morth Bound

South Bound
No

1

6.00 a
6.10 a
6.33 a

Stations.

Mi
Lve
.

1904

5, 1904.

Sunday,

AM

...Santa Fe.. Arr

..Donaoianv.
.Vcera Blanea.
Kennedy...

7,000,
6.B50
6,400i
6,0501

July.

Tues'wod Thar Fri

Sun

Mon

3

4

5

10

11

"la

No i
8.00 p
7.48

p
p
p

7.25
7.10
6,125 6.36
6,370 6.08
6.250 5.38

i
9

I

1904

7

8

Sat

a
9
16 I

14

6
18
Clark...
p
aiT 23
17
18
19
20
21
Stanley... .
p
Morlarty
p
84
8 .36 a
. .. .Mcintosh.
3S 26
6,175 5 22 p
27
28
30
29
8.52 a
Estancia
6,140 5.06 p
31
6.125 4.41 p
Willard. ..
9.14 a
9.32 a
I
6,210 4.19 p
Progresso.
t
Bianca...
9.52 a
6,285 4 .04 p
Lve
10.25 a
6,47i
Torrance..
3.30 p
Arr
Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with INFORMATION BUREAU OF
the Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, MonA St. Louis World's fair information
a
a
a
8.20 a
7.05
7.18
7.50

. .
.

. .

.

tana, Washington and the Great North bureau has been established at 8i6
west.
Seventeenth street, Denver, In charge
Connecting at Torrance, N. M., wltn of Phil P. Hitchcock, where informathe El
System for tion will be ckeerful'.y fureished.
Kansas City, Chicago, St. Louis and all
points east and for EI Paso, Texas and
It will pay you to advertise. Try It
a:l points in Southern New Mexico,
Arizona and the Republic of Mexico.
80CIETIES.
Connecting at Kennedy, N. M., for
points east and west on the Atchison,
Masonic.
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.
For rates and information address

Walter M. Taber, in a recent article
in the Detroit Free Press, tells of, a
glorious ramble over the Rockies in
a
wr
New Mexico, following the Santa Fe
r A ft A
trail for many miles and winding up
with a delightful stay of several weeks
on the upper Pecos. The article is
Best In Quality.
beautifully illustrated with half tone
H-t- s
( p& all Wfi?rn Bamedies. i tXW&itiA
P 90
cuts portraying scenes on the Pecos
B. W. ROBBINS,
Zt
MONTEZUMA LODOl
River, in. the Cimarron Canon and in
General Passenger Agent,
JAMES F. BALLARD, St. Louis Taos County. Mr. Taber writes as folNo. 1, A., F. and A. ML
pard by- '
:
N. M.
lows
Santa
Fe,
'
Regular communict
M.
For Sale By FISCHER DRUG COMPANY, Santa Fe,
If one has never camped in the
tion first Monday la
Rockies, one knows not the possibilieach month at Masonic
D. & R. G. SYSTEM,
ties of life for pleasure and enjoyment,
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
nor of the benefits to be derived menSanta Fe Branch.
S. SPITZ, W. M.
TIME TABLE.
tally and physically, by a few weeks
P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
or months spent among those
ax BOUBD
wist bouxd
peaks and valleys of the great
SANTA FE CHAPTHR,
Ho. 425.
MiLig Mo. W
mountain range that extends across
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
D m..Ar
5:30
Santa
9:00
F..Lt..
am
our country, from British America on
6:40 a m ,Lt.... Alamoia.
Ar .153.. 8:40 a m
convocation second Mon6 :50 a m
Alamosa via Salida Lv
the north to Mexico on the south the
2 21am. .Lt..
day in each month at Ma287.. 2 :45 a I
Lv.
Ptinblo.
backbone of the continent, covered
8 00 p m..Lv. ..DenTr.. .Ar. 404.. 7:20 a I
sonic Hall at 7:30 p.jn.
with its magnificent forests of pine
W. E. GRIFFIN. H. P.
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner ARTHUR
and spruce, with its countless thouSELIGMAN, Secretary.
are
where
meals
served.
good
sands of springs' bursting from its
Connections.
sides,
forming rivulets and brooks of
SANTA FE COMMANDER?
OF
THE WHY
THE GREAT SOUTHWEST
At Antonito for Durango, Silverton
the purest, coldest water that ever
No. 1, K. T. Regular con
and
intermediate
points.
slaked the thirst of man, for there is
clave
TO
fourth Monday In each
Alamosa
At
for
Pueblo
and
Denver,
no water in the world like that which
month at Masonic Hall at
Intermediate points via either the standmouncomes down from the snow-claard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the 7:30 p. m.
W. R. PRICE, E. C.
SHIN T LOUIS, THE WORLD S FAIR GITY.
tain tops.
narrow gauge via Salida, making the
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
entire trip in day light and passing
It is only within the past few years
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE,
that the American people have learned
K. OF P.
also for all points on Creede branch.
the value of outdoor life. In years
Affording quick and convenient schedules and close
all
At
for
west.
Salida
points
gone by the dwellers of our cities were
connections. This is the shortest line to Kansas City,
At Denver, Pueblo and Colorado SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
satisfied with a stroll in the near-bof PYTHIAS Regular meeting evfor
all
158
miles
the
and
shortest
El
Springs
points easf.
Saint Louis
Chicago,
fields and city parks, or at most, a
For further Information, sleeping car
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Paso to Saint Louis.
few weeks spent at the seashore or
reservations time .cards, literature, etc.,
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
in
without
a
on
or
call
address.
farmhouse,
cooped up
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
Through Pullman standard and tourists sleepers
F.
H.
MoBbide, Agent.
either the comforts of their home or
Knights giyen a cordial welcome.
Los Angeles to Saint Louis via Southern Pacific and
Santa Fe, N M.
the advantages of a real outing.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C
a
A ,
G.
K.
P
Hoopeb,
cars
chair
Paso
to
El
Grand Playgrounds.
Paso Northeastern, through
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S.
Colo.
Denver,
During the past, few years the
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance
Saint Louis without change.
Rocky Mountain region has become
All meals served in dining cars.
Notice for Publication.
the play ground for thousands each
I. O. O. F.
for all
summer, and the sanitarium
(Homestead Kntry No. 5252.)
Rates are always the lowest via the El Paso Northkinds and conditions of rjen and all
Department of the I- tekioh,
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M. July 13. 1934 SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. .
eastern System.
sorts of ailments, with nature for a
Not ce is hereby given that the following Meets every Friday evening In Od
named settler has filed notice of his intention Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
physician, whose pre criptions are
to
For detailed information call on or address:
make a final proof in support of his claim,
at
Rheuevery Cheerfully Recommended for
easily filled, and taken
and that said proof will be made before the Visiting brothers welcome.
A N. BROWN, G 1'. A
T. H. HEALY,
matism.
breath, for here one lives practically
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. H., on
register25.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. fl.
1904, viz : Vidal Mora heir of AleO. G. Higbee, Danville, Ills., writes, August Mora
Passenger Agent, El Paso, Texas.
every minute in the open air, with
deceased, for th w! ilwiiSC-tio- A, P. HOGLE, Secretary.
jandro
I
eU ue'4. section SO, township 13 north,
only the cloudless blue sky above, day Dec. 2, 1901: "About two years ago
east He names the following
witnesses
or night, with nature's grandest work was laid up for four months with rheu- rauge9
to prove his continuous residence upon and
B. P. O. ELKS.
in canon, peak and foaming torrents matism. I tried Ballard's Snow Lini- cultivation of said land, viz: Livrado Valencia.
Anastacio
of
Sandoval,
Galisleo, N, M.
around him, and the glorious air ment; one bottle cured me. i can Polito
Roybal, Abelino Valencia, of Kennedy, SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.m
clearing his brain, filling his lungs cheerfully recommend it to all suffer- N. M.
Manuel K. Otbbo, Register.
Holds its regular session on the
with the breath of the mountains and ing from like affliction." 25c, 50c, $j..
IV
second and fourth Wednesdays
ot
his body with health.
Sold by Fischer Drug Company. ,
each month. Visiting brothers are InOne writer says of this region
' There
vited and welcome.
The finest dinner In the city at the
is no country under the sun
A. L. MORRISON. JR., E. R.
that combines in harmonious perfec Bon Ton.
A. J. FISCHER. Secretary.
Hon so many essentials of a thorough
ON NO. S which leaves here at 9:55 a. m.. east of Kansas City sleeper runs
Baseball Players and Toot Racers.
ly delightful cam) outing. One may
n
vver
Route. I0w Rates to Woild's Fair: 15 day
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.
ex champion long
have civilized society, safety of life
Louis J. Krug
tickets cost i0.70: 60 day tickets cost S4S.10; tickets limited to Dec. 15 cost
and property, a climate that rouses distance foot ra"er of Germany and
537.70. Very Cheap Excursion Rates: Tickets good 10 days, but honSanta Fe Tribe No. 5. I. O. R. M.
the weakling to health and gives the Holland, writes, Oct. 27, 1901: "During
meets every Thursday eve at Od
ored only in coacus $25.75. For literaturo and Information apply to
camper such delight in mere existence my training of eight we a1 ' foot races
as he has not been permitted to know. at Salt Lake City, in Apr.l last, I used
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
& S. F. Ry., SANTA FE, N. M. Pests and annoyances in camp are J Ballard's Snow -- liniment to my great Read What Accomplished Musicians chiefs cordially invited.
LUTZ, Agt. A.,
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
reduced to a minimum, and owing to satisfaction. Therefore I highly rec
Say of the Story and Clark Piano.
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
the dryness, one is not often too ommend Snow Liniment to all who are
warm, and as little apt to be too cold. troubled with sprains, bruises or rheu
"Equal if not "uperlor to any InstruSold by ment I have had occasion to use."
The climate is cool, especially at matism." 25c, 50c, $1 bottl
If you want to get to the World's
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
Barron Berthold.
Fischer Drug Company.
Fair easy, miss the rush at Union Stanight, but never damp and chilly."
EOS WELL. NBW MEXICO .
Over the Mountains By Wagon.
"Shows such cud priority of
tion, St. Louis, leave the cars right at
BRUTALLY TORTURED.
and finish as must make the World's Fair gates, take the Santa
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Early in the summer of 1903 a party
A case came to light that for per them welcome to any household."
Fe Central and Rock Island.
consisting of five of us, arrived in that
Established and Supported by the Territory.
bustling western town of Trinidad, sistent and unmerciful torture has per Leonora Jackson.
Cloudcroft!
Colorado, selected because of Its con haps never been equaled. Joe Gok
For handsome des"Grand
resonant in tone and deSIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern Covenience as an outfitting point for a bick of Colusa, Calif., writes. "For 15 lightfully sweet and tender " Mathil-d- criptive literature and detailed inforNew
all
comlleges.
buildings,
furnishings and equipments modern and
three months' trip over the mountains years I endured insufferable pain
mation as to rates, etc., address A. N.
Bauermeister.
all conveniences.
baths, wat?r-workplete; steam-heatefrom rheumatism and nothing relieved
down Into New Mexico by wagon.
Brown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, North"I
cannot
too
of
speak
your eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
highly
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8200 per session. Session is
A team of good horses was purchas- me though I tried everything known
seem to be unsurpasst&re3 terms of thirteen weeks each.
ed and a light farm wagon, on which a I came across Electric Bitters and it'. pianos, they
All legal blanks at the New Mexican.
canvas wagon sheet was rigged for the greatest med'eine on earth for that able." R. Watkin Mills.
ROSWEId is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
"Your pianos embody sweetness and
protection from storm and wind. A trouble. A few bottles of it complete richness
of tone, splendid carrying
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
"grub" box was fitted into the rear ly relieved and cured me." Just as
and
excellent action." Rosa
power
food
for
and
and
troubles
liver
which
in
the
the
of
end
kidney
good
A.
tx.& E.
wagon
Cahoon
Santa Fe Filigree ani
Olitzka.
supply was packed, then a tent, camp general debility. Only 50c. Satisfac
For particulars address
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
tone and
They are mod Is i- -r
stove, folding canvas cots, blankets tion guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co
touch." Marie Engle.
and quilts were added, our supply of
CROUP.
food laid in, and we were ready for a
"I find your piancs wonderfully sym
Jewelry Mannfactnrinc Co.
Is a violent lnflampMon of the mu pathetic for accompanying the voice."
start.
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
Our objective point was Santa Fe, cous membrane of the wind pipe.
but how we were to reach it, or when, which sometimes extends to the larynx
"iave the liveliest satisfaction to
we knew not. Our progress was slow, and bronchial tubes; and is one of the me. I consider them second to none."
most
children.
diseases
of
dangerous
but enjoyable, every moment. The
David Frangcon Davies.
distance traveled each day, when we It almost alwaysTomes on in the night.
I think it capabl of the fullest ex
traveled at all, varied from ten to Give frequent small doses of Ballard's pression of musical
thought." Ellen
Horehound
and
Ballard's
Syrup
apply
twenty-fiv- e
miles, depending some
Beach Yaw.
mm --? m m m a m
mm m
to
Snow
th6
Liniment
externally
what on the condition of the roads, but
In my opinion they rank among th
more upon the finding of a satisfac throat. 25c, 50c, $1. Sold by Fischer
very best pianos of the day." Emlle
N. Mondragon, Mgr.
Company.
Drug
water
and
where
tory camping ground,
sauret.
wood was plenty and grass for the
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
Short orders a specialty at Bon Ton.
You will find no other kind in Burlinghorses abundant. There were many
tone and a most sympathetic touch."
a
not
The
wheel."
"turn
days we did
ton trains. Cleanliness is a hobby with
Fernando de Lucia.
trout fishing, the wild flowers- - that NOTICE TO WATER CONSUMERS
i was perfectly charmed with its
the Burlington and particular people are
!were everywhere, the people we met
Laughlio Building, Dan Gasoir Avenue.
On
of to-- e ind delightful touch.
and
after
1,
August
beauty
sprinkling
by the way. the Indian Pueblos, the will be
Francis
Uitsen.
con
the
cordially invited to make inspection whenprovided
'prehistoric ruins, the quaint settle- sumers permitted,
"Their tone is sweet as well as reson
desiring to sprinkle, will call
ever they have opportunity.
ments and the scenic beauty of the at the office
Are remarkably adapted for ac
of
ant
Fe
Santa
the
and
Water
country through which we passed, aland sign applications companying the voice." Clementine
In summer, cleanliness and good air
Company
Light
us.
often
and
detained
interested
ways
for same. A set rate will be agreed de Vere Saplo.
mean much to the traveler. He wants
We took a southwesterly direction,
upon at the company's office for water THE STORY A CLARK PIANO CO.
In the
up through Long Canon to the town which has been used this season. One- both. He deserves both. And he gets
employ only expert workmen and no
BUILDING
of Catskill, where the inhabitants gave third of the
MUTUAL
i. LOAN
regular rate will be piece work or contract work Is done
us the freedom of the town, a house to
both.
ASSOCIATION
seasdta.
for
balance
in
of
the
the
their
factories.
live in during our stay, and on the eve charged
Of Santa Fe
All sprinkling is to be done between
They have won renown on two con.
Let me tell you about the low rates
of our departure a dance was gotten up the hours of 6:30 and 9 in the
Is worth $1.40 per share and matlnents for excellence and beauty of
morning
in our honor. From this point a two and from 4:30 to 7:30 in the
we are offering now to Chicago, St. Louis
tures when worth $200. The last
evening. their instruments.
dividend was nearly g per cent.
and other points East.
days' drive brought us to the "Velarde" Any hose or connection without sprink
Prices and terms most liberal.
Dividends are credited every six
cattle ranch, where we were royally ler will not be allowed. All consum
Call on the General Aoent for New
months.
entertained.
ers using water for sprinkling at any Mexico,
NOW! Is the time to start in.
We were now traveling through one other time than at the hours set forth
of the most interesting and picturesque herein, will have water connections
Ticket Office, 1039 I7tfa St.
Further Information furnished by
regions of New Mexico, for some days with their residence cut off and a penSanta Fe, N. M.
R.
J. CRICHTON, Secretary.
G W. VALLERY. General Agent.
we had been within the limits of that alty of $1 will apply without exception Who will show
you the Storv and
Office: Catron Block, Up Stairs
DENVER
immense tract of land of nearly 2,000.-00- to those desiring their water supply Clark Pianos In the several
styles and
With I. B. & R. H. HANNA M
acres known as the Maxwell land again turned on. FRANK OWEN,
finish Mahogany, Hunnarlan. Walnut
1904.
2Gth,
and
Golden
Manager.
Oak.
grant, through which that most his
July
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, Jtily 30,
INTERESTING

AT THE CLODDS FROM THE TOP

LOOK

TOPICS

Legal Blanks

HEARD ON THE STREET

And so see the Silver Lining. You can
do it from OUR TRAINS. We go

J. S. Candelario Believes That a Santa
Fe Driving Park Would Pay for
Itself in a Few Years.

above them in places.

1

904.

1

In

Stock and for Sale by

Thousand

Reaches

of Track

On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the goM
lining districts of Klizabethtown and Baldy, whore Important mineral
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on uniocated ground may b
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. 3. government laws.

Near Raton, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of tme
Baton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found a
r
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

1- -2
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Not Luck Btrt Results

COAL MONERO

we

wra

-

FlfiE WOOD

CAPITAL COAL YARD
THE

GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.
and steam-heateThe most conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
&
counedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men
fire-pro-

d

Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Building
CORNER PLAZA. AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

f

TVCOBPOBATEDI

The Maxwell Land Grant Co
RATON. NEW MEXICO

1-

0J0 CAL1ENTE ffOT SPRIJIGS.

These Celebrated Hot Spring's are lo- these waters has been thoroughly '.am?
oted in the midst of the Ancient Cliff ed by the miraculous cures attest
U
diseases: Para'.yaSf
miles west of in the following
'.wellers, twenty-fiv- e
os, and fifty miles north of Santa Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consuraytl
Malaria. Srlght's Dlseaae of ths KidFe, and about twelve miles from
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Scrofula, Catarrh, La Qrtppe,
Grande Railway, from w.iich point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Bo&tA,
dally line of stages run to the Springs. lodging and bathi;.g, $2. CO per day;
Mie temperature of these waters Is per week; $50 per month. Stage
from 90 to 122 degrees. U he gases are Denver trains and waits for Samta "
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate train upom request. This resort la a
Francis Marion Perkins, Pioneer Set
SUMMER EXCURSION RATE.
the
very dry and delightful
year tractive at ail seasons, and Is opes mX
tier of the Sacramento MounSt. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn.,
round. There la new a commeiious winter. Passer?ers for Ojo CallejttQ
via "Santa Fe."
tains, Goes to Fl Paso.
hotel for the convenience of imvalids can leavj Santa Fe at 9 a. m,, ftatf
Special excursion tickets will be sold mad tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Callente at 4 p. m. the a nana
from Santa Fe to above named points 1,685.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from HejatH
For the first time In twenty-thre- e
at a rate of $39.55. For particulars gallom, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Callente, $7.40. For furtftKJ
years, "Old Perk," the pioneer pro
on any agent of the Santa Fe.
call
oi.
Bnrlags in the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
the Sacramento .Mountains, is
pector
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
taking a vacation. He went down to EJ
Santa Fe, N. M.
Paso on foot, last week to see the
a
sights of
oily and buy his winter
Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N.
supplies. "Old Perk's" name is FranTHE
cis Marion Perkins, but few know it.
AND CURE '
The old man is a freak physically, but
very bright and has a wonderful h
WITH
tory. lie came into tins country years
ago, just how long he does not remem
her. In the early days he was the on
ly man who could live in Indian conn
ZTO
try unmolested, but the Mescalero
tic Plujr:
Fallow
0S8.UMPTION
Price
would
go
Apaches and oilier Indians
GOc &$1.00
OUfiliS and
FOR
miles out of their way to avoid this
ST.
NIAGARA
LOUIS
OLDS
Free Trial.
misshapen man, who they believed was
gifted with miraculous powers for evil.
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
CHICAGO
FALLS
"Old Perk" is a hunchback and has
THROAT and LUNG TROUB
orMOJMEY
of
BACK.
very peculiar eyes, hence the fear
LES,
DETROIT
NEW YORK
He has lived andthe natives,
wl in the
Mountains
BUFFALO
BOSTOR
gh he states he is
.in very much he
back to his moun-awa.1.X1
from the
lity life.
mad Only Uot ftaaalmff Over lu Ova Tnak from Kuum
m
Kor.-jVfctb ami ButsJo. WMl AH MmUm Omtmndml
Ki. Loals to Nlf
NOW IN ITS 391b YEAR
d

Bar-FVi-

rat

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprieto.

KILL

W abash Kotfte

Dr. Rgflj

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.

SYSTEM,

GOLD MINES.

1- -2

Non-Miner- al

IRRIGATION

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offer
for tale In tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with perpetual water rights from S17 to 825 per acre, according to location. Payments may bo made In ten year installments. Alfalfa, grains, fruits etf
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.

1- -2

the Principal Places
of Interest and Note.

vam

LANDS UNDER

FARMING

"Why should Santa Fe not have a PRINTING
COMPANY.
race trade?" asked J. S. Candelario,
who was conversing with a group of
MIXING BLANKS.
citizens regarding the coming territorTwo
Miles
Amended Location Notice,
ial fair to be held in Albuquerque, and
sheet.
no one ventured to explain the reason.
All
Agreement of Publisher, 4 sheet.
Proof of eLabor, 4 sheet.
Continuing Mr, Candelario said: "It
is my honest opinion that within three
Lode Mining Location, 2 sheet.
Address the undersigned for full and reliable Information.
or four years' time such an attraction
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
would pay for itself and at the same
W. U. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A.,
Title Bond to Mining Property,
v
A. OULOHERY,
City ii Mer'c.o.
Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texa. time be a money maker for the pro- sheet.
moters. I have carefully watched the
Title Bond and Lease of Mining Proprace courses of the southwest for erty,
sheet.
many years past and can see no rea
sheet.
Mining Deea,
son why meetings cannot be held in
Mining Lease, 2 sheet.
this city at a profit as well as elseCoal Declaratory Statement. 2 sheet
where. There is no getting around the
Coal Declaratory Statement and Pow
That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo fact that associations in the southwest er of Attorney and
Affl.
have succeeded financially. The all im- davit, 2 sheet.
pie with our fine
in
at
Fe
the
Santa
portant question
Notice of Right to Water, 4 sheet
present time is: 'Where will the monForfeiture,
orPublishing Out Notice
ey come from to be used in inclosing
sheet.
a track and to erect a grandstand?' A
STOCK BLANKS.
very good opportunity to secure rmih
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vena
of
the
at
moderate
material
has
cost
AND
RETAII,
WHOlyESAIE
4
sheet.
been overlooked, in that the lumber dor's Recorded Brand,
That there is some difference
25 blanks, 40c. per book.)
books
(In
from the adobe buildings being reIn wood.
Bill of Sale, Animals Not
Our wood is the best
Bearing
moved from the Fort Marcy addition
Resordr-Vendor's
to be had & always at your callBrand, 4 sheet.
would have answered the purpose adBill of Sale, Range Delivery, 4 sheet
mirably. It is to be regretted that a
to Gather, Drive and Han
Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.
Authority
Driving Park Association has not been
formed in Santa Fe. It. is not too late, dle Animals Bearing Owner's Recordei
however, to plan for the years to come. Brand, 2 sheet.
OFFICE: Garfield Avenue, Near A, T. & S. V. Depot
,
Phone No. 88
Authority to Gather, Drive and Ham- die
Animals Not Bearing Owner's RecHERMIT PROSPECTOR
orded Brand,
sheet.
TAKES FIRST VACATION
Certificate of Brand, 2 sheet.
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Maxwell Grant.

THE NEW MEXICAN

Mexican Central Railway
With Its

-

very

-

y

a

Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Stationery,
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.

MOLINA

WORKS NATIVE

Former Professor of New Mexico
School of Mines is Arrested for
Facts.
Misrepresenting

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVJ5N MAIL. OKUKIIS.

SANTA

FE.

N.

T!ie loading mining periodica (
world, with the strongest editurut! si
any technical publication.
Subscription (500 a year (incl
U. S., Canadian, Mexican p t;it.
Sample copy free. Send for Book Cata

PARENTS

The Engineering and Mining Jot

IA.

261

A

"confidence

man," Professor

Broadway,

top-ov- er

tvd
i

New York

M.

-'- 4.

A. Molina, formerly an instructor at
the New Mexico School of Mines in SoB, B.

IS

j

BEN BOTHE

QUICKER

J When You Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget

THE

ZEIGER

:

QUICKEL

C& BOTHE,

t

j J

CAFE

Proprietors.

Clae Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
M

J J& j
Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
A LBUQUISRQUIv
KW MEXICO

muss

1

THE DEHVER
Denver

118

jjflg

SYSTEfU

Rio Grande, Rio Grande Western, Rit
Grande & Santa Fe and Rio Grande

Southern Railroads.

;

,

THE TOURIST'S FAVORITE ROUTE
To
HH-.T-

all Mountain Resorts

Only Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Enroute to the Pacific Coast

mm
SLEEPS

BETWEEN

DENVER

J1

lmn. Mee.li eervem tn the
For further IMrsMttloa Inquire of Con
HITCHCOCK. nerel kftM,

ticket

!Hlf

IX

rrte Nlftgmr

Cere,

AND BACK
One Way via
ST. LOUIS With

OVER

TenDays

Stop-Ove-

Claire:

Stephen

Canavan,

Gallup:

Mr. and Mr?. B. B. Barnes,
Mojave,
Arizona; A. K. Newcomber, Chicago:
W. S. Gillman. Las Cruces; Frank William.?, Pecos; V. Goldsmith, St. Joseph; Ralph P. Collins, Rocky Ford;
Pearl Baker, Las Vegas; I. W. Rye, L.

June

Venezuela, South America.
Bon Ton: T. J. Caverhill, St. Catharine's, Ontario: J. A. Stoyder, Des
L
Moines; F. Anderson, Durango;
Estancia.
Meyers,
Normandie: W. J. Warner, Denver;
W. B. Jacobs, Albuquerque.
M. Rye,

I

sf to Sept.

30th

Limit Oct. 31st

55

Booth's oysters any way you want
them at Bon Ton.

1

tAKa

....

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING C0

r

Palace: A. B. Gaffey, Albuquerque;
L. H, Palmer, Kansas City.

MONEY'S DIGEST.
The New IWexican Printing Com
made
has
arrangements
pany
with the publisher of Money's Digest
a
service
oi
la carts
ALL THROUGH
TRAOU of the New Mexico reports to sell the
same at the reduced price of $6.50,
delivered In any pa of the Territory.
This price will hold good only for a
limited time In order to reduce the
took so as to pay for the publishing
of the book.. This price is subject to
Dealers.
withdrawal without notice, cash to
Ne
accompany each order.

REHIN6T0N TYPEWRITERS
MBtaPe

AND

SALT LAKE CITY
ALAMOSA
CRIPPLE CREEK OGDEN
PORTLAND
LEADVILLE
GLENWOOD SPGSSAN FRANCISCO
GR AND JUNCT N LOS N GELE3

DIINIINU

nt

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadvillfo.
Glenwood Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
in Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.

he

corro, has been operating extensively
among the confiding natives, who have
Indian blood and are desirous of sending their children to government
schools. He was arrested yesterday
by Detective J. A. Rogers and incarcerated in the city jail of El Paso,
charged with obtaining money under
false pretenses. Molina posed as an
agent of the Indian school at. Chilapo,
New Mexico, and told the parents of
many children who by right of Indian
blood, are entitled to a free education
by the government, that it would be
necessary for the parents to have his
influence in order to get their children
into the government institution there.
He demanded ?10 each to cover the
fees incidental to making out papers
and going through other formalities
necessary to the admission of the children. He mulcted the natives of
southern New Mexico and northern
Texas of Quite a large sum. Molina
was arrested upon the complaint of M.
J. Zuniia of El Paso, who claimed that
he had in his possession a receipt for
$10 signed by Molina.

!low9i1

VVebiuh PsI&ee
ar MidMee
Aj-a- a

-

&

THE POPULAR LINE TO

and Service Unexcelled
Three Solid Pact Throaf h Trains Dally

7 lm

Full Particulars Santa Fe Ticket Offices
K.

S. LUTZ5 Agent

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, Joly 30, 1904.

CARTHAGE COAL

GOOD NEWS FOR YOU

!

!

CONTROVERSY
Injunction in the Case Prayed for by
Chappelle et al.. Against McMillan
et al in District Court.
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230 San Francisco Street

CHARLES W. 0UDR0W,
All Kinds of Building Material.
STOVE WOODrXdYyANDCUT TO FIT

YOUR STOVE

CERKILLOSAND HAGAN COAL
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything that is Movable.

Pfaore

35 Santa Fe

Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N.

Mexican Filigree Jewelry
MANUFACTUWU OF

DEALER IN

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China.
Repairing of 1m watches an

IQU aai UDIil

GOODS

Jawairy wvrk a specialty.
FILIGREE

247 San Francisco

Santa Fe, 8. Pj.

JACOB WELTMBR

SASH - DOORS

LUMBER
CORD AND

Eye

FISCHER DRUG CO.

2
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Charles A. Spiess, Las Vegas attor
ney, spent yesterday here on legal
business, and left last night for Las
Ciuces. where today he acted as attorney for Powell Stackhouse, who a few
days ago purchased the coal mines
owned by Judge Daniel H. McMillan et
It seems that Delos
al., at Carthage.
A. Cappelle of Denver, representing the
Victor Coal Company, has filed a peti
tion for an injunction in the Third Judicial District Court at Las Graces, to
enjoin Judge Daniel H. McMillan, and
associates, from making the sale of
these properties to Mr. Stackhouse,
claiming that they, Chappelle, et al.,
held an option on the properties under
which Hilton agreed to sell to them.
H. M. Dougherty,
Socorro attorney,
and Judge Caldwell Yeaman of Denver, appeared for Chappelle, et al.
The case, as far as can be learned, is
It seems that Chappelle
interesting.
managed to get an option out of Hilton
for the sale of the properties to him
but it is claimed that this was subject to a prior option given by Hilton
to Judge D. H. McMillan and associ
ates and which will not expire until
August 16. There are two or three
fine legal points set up in the petition
for the injunction and the outcome is
awaited with interest.
It will be remembered that the New Mexican on
Tuesday last published the first reliable information concerning this sale
by Judge McMillan, H. O. Bursum and
others to Stackhouse and associates.
It seems that then and there McMillan
et al., had taken up the option, purchased the property outright and then
made their sale to the Stackhouse
people. Chappelle and his people are
now trying to reopen the case by their
prayer for an injunction. Stackhouse
is in active possession and control of
the properties now as well as of the
rights, franchises and privileges of the
San Antonio & Carthage Railroad from
the town of San Antonio on the Santa
Fe Railway system to the Carthage
coal mines, which company was incor,
porated about two months ago by
McMillan and associates,
and
which road when completed, will be
the means of transporting the coal
from Carthage to San Antonio. This
company located its proposed line in
such a manner as to actually cover every foot of the old bed of the Santa Fe
branch which was operated for a dozen years between San Antonio and
Carthage by the Santa Fe Railway system, by this means saving much mon
ey in the construction of its new road
:
The coal fields at Carthage and the
franchises and properties of the San
Antonio and Carthage Railroad are evi
dently valuable, else there would not
be a three cornered fight to obtain pos
session of them.
board of education and the members
at once proceeded to elect Professor
R. W. Twining of Ottawa, Kansas, who
CHAPELLEVS. M'MILLAN just applied for the position, and who
furnished excellent letters of comBOOHS, STATIONERY,
AGAZINES, PERIODICALS.
Professor Twining is 31
mendation.
On Hearing Before Judge Frank W
of age, is married, but has no
years
Headquarters for
Parker at Las Cruces Today Carchildren. He is a graduate of Ottawa
D.
thage Coal Mines Involved.
Baker, proUniversity, Kansas. F.
fessor of Zoology in the State Univer
Special to the New Mexican.
sity of Nebraska says of him:
Socorro, July 30 The case of Cha
"I have been familiar with the work
pelle versus McMillan in which the of Mr. Twining for several years. He
208 San Francisco St.
Santa Fe. N. M.
petitioner prays for an injunction to is a man of more than ordinary ability
restrain the defendant and his associ- and a thorough scholar, with a well ma
ates from consummating the sale of tured mind. His personal appearance
U certain coal
properties located in the is pleasing and he has proved himself
Carthage coal mining district in So a capable and successsful teacher. He
SCIENTIFIC EMBALMIN8
con County to Powell Stackhouse of is a
musician, with experience in band
El Paso, Texas, was on trial here today and orchestra work."
before Judge Frank W. Parker in
At ar
Professor Yates, of the department
chambers. Judge Caldwell Yeaman of
has
in
Ottawa
science
of
University,
Denver and H. M. Dougherty of Socor
Undertaking Parlors
the following flattering words to offer
appeared for the plaintiffs and for Mr.
The Latest Sdeatlfk Methods sf Emkahstsa
"Professor twinTwining:
James G. Fitch of Socorro, Charles A.
whom I have known for some time, irs Employed. CaUa Asswerad fas a Parion Day or W0t or 07 DOR0TEO SBJU, Agsa
ing,
W.
B.
Las
of
Chil
and
Spiess
Vegas,
and is a
dres of Albuquerque for the defend has a strong personality,
Fria Road.
Oar Parlors Coasist s a Mcety tad Aporapriatelr Fitted Up Salte at Na. Ml
several
of
experience.
teacher
years'
ants. Many attorneys from other
broad-minde- d
UaKsta Afssms, Wast SUa Plus, Santa Pa, Naw Mexico,
a
is
He
places are here, among them being W.
man, dignihed ana scnoiany in nis apALL KINDS Of PICTURE FRAMING.
Hawkins, counsel for the El Paso &
a strong leader
Northeastern Railway of Chicago; pearance and naturally
men."
young
Judge Bowen of Pueblo, Colorado; among
J. N. Stanford, clerk of the board of
and Turner of Silver City. J. C.
Osgood of Denver, is here in company education of Homestead, Kansas, says:
with Judge Daniel H. McMillan of So "Mr. Twining's character Is without
corro; Superintendent H. O. Bursum blemish. He is very pleasant, and is
Mrs. Twining has
good musician.
of Santa Fe, and A. H. Hilton of San
FINS MONUMENTS TO ORDER.
Antonio. TJ. S. Marshal C. M. Forak-e- r been blessed with wonderful vocal
of Albuquerque, is also in attend powers, ana sne is a gooa entertainer.
ance. The entire forenoon was taken They are a couple that young people
Professor Twining has
p with reading pleadings in the case will admire."
and it looks as if the hearing would sent his acceptance.
continue several days.
At last some water has come down
Church Announcements.
the Rio Grande and the ditches are
Cathedral. Tenth Sunday after Pen
full of very muddy water, which is tecost, July 31, 190L First mass at 6:00
at 9:30, a.
very good for irrigation, except for al o'clock a. m. Second mass
in Enellsh. Third mass at
falfa fields. Farmers are busy irri m.. sfirmon
sermon in Spanish. At 6:30 o'clock
gating, as this is very necessary for 10:30,
m. vespers and benediction.
p.
the growing of crop3.
Guadalupe Church Tomorrow Sunday
a. m.
July 31st. One mass only at 7:00
No evening devotions, Jules Deraches
!
NEW PRINCIPAL OF
Church of the Holy Faith (Episcopal)
in
Palace Ave., Rev. W. R. Dye
charge:
THE HIGH SCHOOL Sunday School at 9:15 a, m. Morning
prayer with sermon by Rev. Dr. Baum
at 11:00 o clock. The public coraiany
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
Is a Man of Ability, Experience and invited.
entire stock of
Forceful Character, and Well FitSt. John's M. E. Church, Don Gaspar
ted for the Position.
9:45 a. m.; Divine
ave. Sunday-schooINDIAN
MEXICAN
BLANKETS, POTTERY
services at 11:00 a. m. and 3:00 p. ra.
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK, CURIOS. ETC.
The conduct of Professor M. B. Junior League i p. m. Welcome to all.
Pastor.
A.
W.
Cooper,
Brown of Tenaka, Texas, who had been
At less than Cost
Presbyterian Church. 9:45, 'Sabbath
elected to the principalship of the
school; Christian Endeavor Society at
Santa Fe high school some time ago, 7:08
p. m. No other evening service.
is somewhat noteworthy.
A week or
TOURISTS:
Public worship at 11 a. m., conducted
two after he had accepted the above
Rev. R. M. Craig, Superintendent of
i
position Mr. Brown wrote the secreDo
sslons. Everybody welcome.
tary of the board of education that ho
&
had just discovered from his notiflca
do
Mexican calientes served only at the
tion that the'salary was $75 per montn
and that he could not accept at that Bon Ton.
Send for Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cart
salary, and that he had been of the
Call on the New Mexican lifting
opinion that the position paid $95
Cor. San Franclsce Street and Burro Alley
per month. This was final with the Company for engraved visiting cards.
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Witt little work "3 in One" re
vs the dirt, also (rime, scars and
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I

furniture is improved. Even old
as fmitare la restored. The natural
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beauties of the wood again appear.
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TBBeersd or varnished surface to

without leaving a
of oil or grease to soil even the
deUoato fabric. Ho disagreeable
3 in One" is free from
will not gum, turn rancid or
t dust. Try on pianos, folding
tables, book cases, grill work,
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